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During the World Heritage Youth Forum in Karlskrona, September
2001, all students and teachers elaborated recommendations concerning the national future of World Heritage Education and made
suggestions for the celebration of the 30th anniversary of the World
Heritage Convention in 2002. These recommendations were directed to the teachers and students themselves, to their school, to their
headmaster, to their Ministry of Education, to their National Commission for unesco respectively and to be distributed by each
national delegation after they returned home.
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They also made international recommendations to unesco and to
the World Heritage Committee meeting in Helsinki, December
2001. These recommendations concern Young People’s Participation in World Heritage Promotion and Preservation at the international level.
These recommendations are the international outcome of the
World Heritage Youth Forum in Karlskrona. They were handed over
by a group of students to the World Heritage Committee meeting,
December 2001.
This is the text they elaborated:

The Karlskrona Recommendations
Background
The unesco World Heritage Education Project, ‘Young People’s
Participation in World Heritage Preservation and Promotion’, was
launched in 1994 in order to support States Parties to the World
Heritage Convention to find ways to fulfill their obligations in education, promotion and awareness rising.
A primary objective of the Project is to increase individual
awareness of the value of the preservation of the heritage. At present the Project involves more than 1 000 schools in 130 countries.
At regional and international levels, nine previous World Heritage
Youth Fora have been organized and a multi-disciplinary educational resource kit for teachers has been produced.
Since 1994, many important initiatives in World Heritage Education have been launched and achievements have been realized
through the dedicated work in local schools and by national Project
coordinators. This has made it possible for young people to learn
more about the World Heritage and to take an active role in the
preservation of the World Heritage. Across the globe, young people
are now beginning to take a lead role in informing their communities about the importance of World Heritage and its conservation.
They have also formed networks with schools in their own country
as well as in other countries in order to communicate about the
future of the World Heritage to the world at large.
The long-term aim is to have education, information and awareness rising integrated into each phase of World Heritage work (legislation, administration, identification, nomination, preservation, conservation, periodic reporting, interpretation, etc).
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The World Heritage Youth Forum in the Naval City of Karlskrona
Students and teachers from 29 countries from every region of the
world have gathered here in Karlskrona for the 10th Youth Forum.
Our theme has been:
“Both sides of the coin – how the dark and light sides of
my World Heritage can become keys to understand the
present and the future”.
For the first time a Youth Forum has looked at the dark aspects of
our heritage as well as the light, or positive aspects. Also for the
first time at a Youth Forum, students and teachers worked in twins
and triplets in preparation for the Youth Forum. We have elaborated joint presentations of our World Heritage that include difficult
and troubling aspects of heritage and its preservation such as: war;
cultural destruction; genocide, oppression/exploitation of one group
by another; environmental degradation; unsustainable exploitation
through mass tourism etc.
We have learned about the richness and vulnerability of the natural sites on the World Heritage list. We have also seen that memories
of industrialization and war are important parts of World Heritage.
We understand that there is a dark side to even some of the most
celebrated monuments from the past. By looking at both the dark
and the light sides of World Heritage sites during this Forum, we
have learned how World Heritage, and the preservation of the sites,
can serve as a tool for us to understand history, moderate the present and mold a more perfect future.
We have learned how the study of the World Heritage can help
make us understand the world and the human and natural process
that continue to shape it. This understanding will be our foundation upon which we build to create a more tolerant, peaceful and
democratic world, with respect for human creativity everywhere
manifested, most particularly through the preservation of the
diverse heritage embodied in World Heritage site.
Without discussing and teaching of the dark side of World Heritage we cannot appreciate the light side. Without teaching and
learning about the dark side, we are not painting the full picture of
the heritage. Without discussing the dark side of World Heritage,
we are not giving ourselves the best chance of avoiding mistakes
made in the past.
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Recognizing that we represent the future generations,
we hereby pledge to protect the World Heritage and
resolve to take action, individually and collectively, to
preserve it.
To this end, we have formulated recommendations for the future of
World Heritage, and the unesco World Heritage Education Project.
Firstly and most importantly, we have adopted resolutions on
actions which we each will take individually and in our schools to
further World Heritage Education and World Heritage awareness at
the most basic local and personal level.
We have also formulated recommendations for national action,
which we will pass along to our national ministers, politicians and
other leaders, and to the unesco National Commission for our
respective countries and we will report back to the Youth Forum
organizers in Karlskrona by March 2002 to give them our results.
Finally, we have formulated recommendations for action by
unesco and/or the World Heritage Committee. The recommendations to unesco and the World Heritage Committee include recommendations for immediate action, recommendations for future activities for the long-term development of the Project, as well as recommendations for ways to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the
1972 Convention on the Protection of the World’s Cultural and
Natural Heritage (‘the World Heritage Convention’) in the year
2002.

The Karlskrona Recommendations
to UNESCO
to the World Heritage Committee meeting in Helsinki, December
2001
Sites of Memory. Man’s inhumanity to man has been a significant
aspect of our history. This memory of the dark side of man’s history and the suffering of the victims is recognized in very few World
Heritage sites. In order to make people aware of the evil we are
capable of inflicting on each other we make the following recommendation: that unesco seek ways and means of encouraging the
establishment of more sites of memory to honor the victims and to
teach human kind that there is a dark side within all of us.
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Empowerment of youth. We believe that in order for education
efforts to be most effective, students must be involved as active
partners in the planning, implementation and evaluation of education programmes. We are grateful for the arrangement of a youth
forum in conjunction with the next unesco General Conference.
To sustain this initiative we suggest that the asp-net schools networks be mobilized on a permanent and on-going basis as partners
in dialogue with the Secretariat, particularly with regard to the
development of projects, such as the World Heritage Education
Project, which specifically targets youth.
Inclusion of World Heritage Education in national curricula.
unesco should lobby with Ministries of Education to include, formally, World Heritage Education into the national curriculum of
each State Party and Member State. Particular emphasis should be
placed on the development of additional teaching materials (supplementary to the Kit), which suggest ways in which World Heritage
Education can be incorporated into the various mainstream disciplines in the existing curriculum (i.e. math and heritage; science and
heritage; art and heritage; computers and heritage). This will enable
and empower teachers and students to work on World Heritage
Education at the school level, without conflict of interest with other
subjects in the curriculum.
Translation of the Kit. States Parties should be requested directly
by the Committee, as part of their obligation under the Convention,
to translate, with their own resources if possible, the World Heritage Education Kit into national languages and to engage in teacher
training in the use of the Kit.
Link education and conservation. We suggest that education and
conservation of World Heritage sites should be more closely linked.
Students and visitors to sites should be informed of conservation
issues and solutions. Site mangers should be assisted to redouble
their efforts at educating all users of World Heritage sites in the
significance of the heritage and the need to take action for its longterm preservation. We believe that education is equal to preservation in the long run.
Sub regional workshops. Sub-regional meetings and workshops
should be organized in which teachers and students have the opporReport from WHYF
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tunity to work directly with World Heritage site managers (and also
museum education specialists). Sub-regional workshops emphasize
the aspects of the heritage which neighbors share and thus encourage a greater solidarity in the preservation of a common heritage,
than can be expected to be accomplished from national workshops
alone.
World Heritage Volunteers. We suggest that within the framework
of the asp Network and the World Heritage Education Project, a
mechanism be established which will allow students the opportunity to undertake on-site skills training, or to perform volunteer activity — possibly on an school-to-school exchange basis — or in some
other way to participate actively in World Heritage conservation
on-site. At the same time, volunteer students could act as community educators informing their host communities about the heritage
in their home territories.
Heritage education in cyberspace. We appreciate the efforts made
to date to make the World Heritage Centre’s web site attractive and
user-friendly to youth, and we welcome and look forward to use the
newly developed inter-active web page, which will allow us to communicate directly with one another and with unesco on World
Heritage issues. In particular, we welcome that the World Heritage
Education Kit has finally been made available on-line, in a version
which can be downloaded anywhere in the world. In recognition of
the rapid growth in itc and the importance of this sector to youth,
we encourage that additional efforts be placed in the development
of heritage education in cyberspace. One possibility is that students
and schools involved in the World Heritage Education Project could
act, on a rotating basis, as site webmasters.
Visibility of World Heritage. Public visibility of World Heritage
sites is at present inadequate. We suggest that more and more
focused work could be done to make the World Heritage emblem
into a symbol well known worldwide. It should be perfectly clear
to anyone who visits a World Heritage site that this is something
special, and why. The World Heritage emblem should be used
conspicuously in road signs, flags brochures, taxis, buses, etc.
Oral narrative and intangible traditions. Increased attention
should be given to the valuable contribution of oral narrative and
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other forms of intangible cultural traditions as an integral part of
conservation and interpretation of World Heritage sites.
A World Heritage Day. We suggest that all asp schools designate
and celebrate an annual World Heritage Day in order to raise
awareness of our common, shared World Heritage and the need for
action at every level – including the levels of local community,
schools and the individual – to preserve heritage sites.
Long-term commitment at the national level. unesco should
encourage States Parties and Member States to develop long-term
national plans to develop, support and sustain World Heritage Education and for the involvement of young people at sites of World
Heritage. This would include such long-term action as teachers’
training; inclusion of World Heritage Education into the national
curriculum; and the development of educational tools to interpret
to students the World Heritage Convention, its mission and goals.
Funding and staffing. We suggest that the World Heritage
Committee in cooperation with States Parties explores the possibility of finding additional extra budgetary0 funding for the continuation of World Heritage Education Project in the medium term. We
also acknowledge the support given to date by the General Conference to World Heritage Education activities and request that this
support be continued in the form of staff dedicated to World
Heritage Education. However, for World Heritage Education to
have an effect in the preservation of the World Heritage and in giving heritage a life in the community, unesco and the Committee’s
commitment to World Heritage Education must be a permanent
and sustainable one. Therefore, we encourage the permanent incorporation of World Heritage Education into unesco regular programme and budget at the earliest possible opportunity.
Reporting. The World Heritage Committee should consider requesting States Parties to report periodically on the national implementation of Article 27 of the Convention, with particular regard
to heritage education and the implementation of the unesco
World Heritage Education Project in their respective countries.
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Recommendations to celebrate the 30th Anniversary of the
World Heritage Convention:
Art exhibition. Schools should be invited to present art work based
on World Heritage sites. unesco should select the best for inclusion in a touring art exhibition.
Postage stamps. unesco should issue a special edition of postage
stamps commemorating the World Heritage Convention. States
Parties may wish to consider doing likewise.
‘The Race is On to Preserve Our World Heritage’. To commemorate the 30th anniversary and to raise awareness of World Heritage,
unesco should organize a series of marathons (running, bicycle,
wheelchair) around and between World Heritage sites. Routes
could be around single large sites, between sites within one country,
or between sites of neighbouring countries. Linked together, the
series of marathons could ideally stretch around the world.
World Heritage Cultural Olympics. Organization of a ‘Word Heritage Cultural Olympics’ including drama, dance, film, competitions, etc.
World Heritage Caravan. A train or a bus (or boat) should be organized, travelling between World Heritage sites around the world.
Passengers should rotate continually, depending on the country
/ region through which this World Heritage Caravan travels.
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– Young People’s Participation in World Heritage Preservation
and Promotion and the Swedish project World Heritage for and
by Swedish students.
Background to the World Heritage Youth Forum
Under the Convention on Protection of the World’s Cultural and
Natural Heritage – the World Heritage Convention, article 27, the
signatory State has the obligation to inform the public at large and
involve all levels of the educational system on various facets on protection and preservation of cultural and natural heritage and about
the work undertaken under the Convention.
Article 27: ‘The States Parties to this Convention shall
endeavour by all appropriate means, and in particular
by educational and information programmes, to
strengthen appreciation and respect by their peoples of
the cultural and natural heritage defined in Articles 1
and 2 of the Convention.’
In order to support Member States to fulfil their obligations
unesco launched a special project in 1994. It aims at creating new
educational tools on education concerning World Heritage and supporting the States to fulfil this obligation under the Convention.
The project has been launched in all regions and schools in some
130 countries participate in the project – for different age groups
and with various definitions of World Heritage and with diverse
approaches. In many countries ‘cultural heritage’ and cultural history as such is included in the project – local and national festivals,
traditions etc. In some national projects little focus is placed on the
actual World Heritage Convention and the objects on the World
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Heritage List. In some countries the subject of World Heritage has
been introduced directly at the curriculum level.
unesco has produced ‘a World Heritage Educational Resource
Kit for Teachers, World Heritage in Young Hands’ (‘the Kit’) that
has been experimented in schools around the world.

The Swedish Project
In 1996 the Swedish National Commission for unesco decided to
initiate Swedish participation in this project and to include this
project into our work plan for a trial period. We named the project
‘World Heritage for and by Swedish Students’. We decided that our
project should deal solely with the World Heritage Convention and
World Heritage sites and we invited only schools in the vicinity of
Swedish World Heritage sites to participate during the try-out period.
We did not see it as feasible to start at the national level and try to
reach all schools with a totally new subject – and one for which no
educational material is available in Swedish. We rather decided to
start small for a trial period and see what experiences, teaching
materials and methods that would come out of this.
The Swedish National Commission decided to work in three stages:
•

to create strong local networks around each Swedish World
Heritage site

•

to develop community based WH projects for schools

•

to help the schools co-operate – nationally and internationally

•

to create an educational tool – made by the students
– on World Heritage to be used in any school that so wishes

In order to create strong local networks around the World Heritage
sites large groups of actors in each of the twelve communities with
World Heritage sites have been invited to form working groups; i.
e the local library, site managers, schools, universities/colleges, site
owners, the administrative and political decision makers, tourist
organisations, regional, local and county administrations, county
antiquarians, local and regional museums etc.
In the Swedish educational system each school makes a school
plan, the local administration sets local goals for their schools and
there are no official lists of compulsory books and materials. The
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Today is tomorrow’s heritage!
Education is the road to understanding
UK, Thailand, Hungary
comments from
partcipants at the world
heritage youth forum in
karlskrona

government provides the over-all national goals for schools and it
is up to the local administration to fulfil these. This makes our system very flexible and very decentralised, so the only way schools
could choose to become involved in World Heritage education is by
local involvement.
We wanted to avoid that this project would be vulnerable in the
same way as the ‘classical’ school project is: that is a project, which
depends on one or two very active teachers who work mainly in
their free time with little or no support. We try to stimulate the formation of local groups in order to make sure that World Heritage
education becomes a local commitment, included in the local
school plan and with local budgetary resources.
In this way our involvement in this project can be seen as one
way to ensure that Sweden fulfils the obligations according to article 27 of the Convention by ensuring local commitment to the work
undertaken under the World Heritage Convention as well as providing information to schools, decision makers etc.
In order to stimulate co-operation and exchange of experiences
between the local actors we have arranged one teacher camp
(Stockholm, May 1998) and two teacher/student camps (Tanum,
August 1999 and Gammelstad, May 2000). The teacher/student
camps were financed locally and lasted for 3 days with workshops,
seminars etc for teachers and various creative activities for students.

We have agreed to use our annual
International Day at school to
communicate our knowledge of
World Heritage. We will oblige
ourselves to contact other
schools (at least one) at each
level and invite them to an activity
related to our own wh site and
also try to include them in ASP –
work to establish a local/regional
committee with WH-responsibility.
Norway

Some examples of work made in Swedish schools:
•

one school has set up a web-site where they answer questions
about rock carvings (the answers are elaborated together with
the site museum)

•

schools have made video-films about their World Heritage site
schools have set up theatrical plays to show important aspects of
their site

•

grade five pupils have conducted on site classes for grade three
pupils

•

some students have created ‘walks’ through their World
Heritage sites with information material where they describe
what is important to look at at each place

•

students write their final papers on their local World Heritage
site

Report from WHYF
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•

students work in the local Visitors Centre at the World Heritage
site

•

World Heritage education is integrated in the classes for
carpenters and other vocational programs

•

students made dolls in period costumes from the period of
creation of their World Heritage site and made an exhibition in
the local library

•

on-the-job training for teachers (one day) with site visit, classes
on the convention etc.

•

upper-secondary students wrote a saga about a teddy bear
visiting the site to involve young children

•

students and teachers make trips to World Heritage sites, set up
exchange programmes and visit each other

During 2002 the Swedish National Commission will publish a Swedish version of the World Heritage Educational Resource Kit for
teachers, World Heritage in Young Hands, completed with exercises appropriate for Swedish World Heritage, on-site and in classroom
for different age groups and with additional and updated texts.
Based on our trial period and the experiences gained from the
Swedish version of the teacher’s kit and from the Youth Forum the
schools active in the network will be invited to produce an educational tool for students. We hope that the educational tool can be
produced in 2002 and later be used in all Swedish schools. The
publication of that material will be the final stage of our trial period in this project. If further national co-ordination is needed we
might decide to try to find a partner outside the Swedish National
Commission for unesco for the daily co-ordination work directly
with the schools. We have gained valuable experiences from the
establishment period of this important project.
One important part of the unesco project on World Heritage
Education has been the Youth Fora that has been organised around
the world, regionally or internationally. The first was held in Bergen,
Norway in 1995 and this report reflects the 10th World Heritage
Youth Forum, an international event for English-speaking schools,
that was held in Sweden, September 2001, hosted by the municipality of Karlskrona.
The Youth Forum aimed at deepening the understanding of
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We will actively, by including it in
projects and curricula, work to
reduce the threats to World
Heritage such as traffic, commercial interests and political apathy
which we see as the most threatening.
South Africa

World Heritage and to make the students aware of the dark and the
light sides of their World Heritage sites. The Forum was called both
sides of the coin. The concept behind the Forum was to try to find
methods to give World Heritage a role as a vital element in the big
story of mankind and earth and thus to see World Heritage in itself
as a pedagogical tool aiming at deeper understanding of complexity and joint responsibility. In order to be fully aware of what lies in
the cultural heritage and in World Heritage we have to recognise
that war, oppression, walls to keep people in – or out, prisons, environmental degradation etc. all are part of our heritage.
We are happy to be able to present the report from the 10th World
Heritage Youth Forum, Karlskrona 2001 as part of the celebrations
of the 30th anniversary of the World Heritage Convention. We hope
that this report can be of use for organisers of national World
Heritage education projects and of small or large gatherings of teachers and students within this project. The working method that we
employed with school twinning, with themes for joint discussion and
presentation and the over-all themes that aims at deepening the
understanding of heritage are important elements in the report.
The importance of World Heritage education was underlined by
Ms Tarja Halonen, President of the Republic of Finland at the 25th
session of the World Heritage Committee meeting in Helsingki,
December 11 2001:

Access to information: Young people should get more and deeper
access to information about Word
Heritage projects and ideas,
including tools to interpret the
Convention and its mission.
Italy, Portugal, Tanum Sweden

In children and young people we have the key to a future
society where cultural tolerance and respect for difference shall come true. Family primarily transmits traditions, but school also has a great responsibility for passing on heritage in all its forms. The school lays the foundation of an appreciation of culture and for tolerance. We
must encourage networking and co-operation between
schools and we have to promote dialogue between cultures at all levels. There is a need for UNESCO to support
its member states in developing values education. This is
education for peace, humanrights and democracy – in
other words, education for the prevention of intolerance,
discrimination and conflict. In this respect I see great
potential in the world heritage education project initiated by UNESCO. This project deserves our strong support.

Report from WHYF
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Preparations, themes
and twinning

•

Who owns a World Heritage site – the indigenous population or
any other special group of people? How can World Heritage
foster mutual respect and understanding between different
groups of people?

•

How can environmental degradation and climate changes affect
our World Heritage site? What can we do to protect them?

•

Architectural heritage; what can we learn from the differences
and similarities in architectural style between our cities?

•

Our World Heritage site is a source of pride but it also has lead
to environmental degradation and difficult living conditions. At
the same time products that were very important for the economic development of our countries were fabricated here. How do
we handle this duality?

•

How do we integrate the World Heritage sites that commemorate foreign rulers into our identity today? How do these World
Heritage sites fit into our identity today?

COURTESY OF KARLSKRONA PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION

One of the specific new elements in the preparation of this World
Heritage Youth Forum was that the organisers wanted to help the
participants to get to know each other by working together before
the Forum. At previous Youth Fora schools have prepared presentations of their ‘own’ World Heritage but this was the first time they
were asked to disregard national borders and to work together on
the theme of problematic sides of heritage.
The nominated schools were divided into twins or triplets and
worked out presentation (posters, exhibitions) on sub-themes
reflecting the over-all theme ‘Both Sides of the Coin – how the dark
and the light sides of my World Heritage can become keys to understand the present and the future’ chosen for the World Heritage
Youth Forum. The themes were:

4
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Can old fortifications and military establishments help us build
peace?

•

How will the rock carvings be affected by environmental problems? What can we do to help?

•

Who has the rights to interpret and describe the World Heritage
(the owner, the historian, the tourist guide, the teachers, the students)?

•

Do children and young people have access to their ‘own’ World
Heritage? How can they develop information and educational
approaches to World Heritage sites in order to make it easier for
young people to understand them?

•

How is it possible to present and work honestly with ‘difficult’
World Heritage sites such as military towns, fortifications,
prisons, war memorials and churchyards?

•

Tourism – a threat or a possibility? Tourism is the second largest
industry in the world. What can tourism mean for your future?
(Positive examples might be a better local labour market so that
people can stay, work and live there, negative examples can be
increased pollution due to traffic, garbage problems, sanitation
problems etc.)

•

What will be the future of our World Heritage sites – will they
be forgotten or will they be important parts of the legacy that we
– the students – pass on to our grand children?
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•

Student and teacher
programme

5

During the World Heritage Youth Forum students and teachers had
joint activities and also worked in separate groups. The student’s
programme included knowledge of the World Heritage site of
Karlskrona, traditional handicrafts related to the naval port as well
as dance lessons. The teachers had lectures and practical workshops
that included creative, practical artistic work and traditional dancing.

Students:
Monday September 3
The participants, divided into four groups, had their first opportunity to experience the Naval City of Karlskrona. There were four
‘stations’ with various activities. Through these activities they also
got a chance to meet and work together. The stations lasted 30 min
– 1hr 30 min.
Station 1 involved a tour by boat through the World Heritage landscape to Skärfva – the summer home built 1785–86 by the
renowned shipbuilder, Admiral Fredric Henric af Chapman, in collaboration with the architect, philosopher, and artist Admiral Carl
August Ehrensvärd. A show with gunboat drill with sailors and
officers with authentic weapons and uniforms was the starting
point and the participants later prepared grilled eel – eel fishing
being a speciality for this region of the Baltic.
Station 2 brought the participants back to the 21st century, to educational activities in information technology at ‘Hyper Island’ a university institution, located in the former prison on Stumholm Island.
Each participant was taught how to use a digital camera, work on
photos with a computer, and prepare his/her own digital postcard.
Report from WHYF
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Station 3 was located in Bosun’s Barracks on Stumholm Island,
built in 1847, designed to give the sensation of the interior of a
ship, with arched floor, walls in oak and columns like ship’s masts.
In this building, at present the Karlskrona Art Hall, the participants
used old methods to prepare printed postcards.
Station 4 was a naval training exercise using 10-oar boats from the
19th century, used for rowing and sailing as well as for training in
seamanship – and co-operation!

A town walk in 15 groups, each with its own guide, took the participants through the central town of Karlskrona, i. e. Trossö, the
historic town centre since 1680. Throughout the path were 15 stations located at historic sites. Several stations offered education on
the particular site, practical exercises, or a snack. Descriptions of
the sites were given to all participants. These descriptions were the
basis for study within the group, aiming at being an educational
tool as well as a means to facilitate inter-participant communication.
The sights during this town walk were not only those chosen for
their touristic, cultural and/or historic interest. They were also illustrations of the theme of the Youth Forum, i.e. demonstrating also the
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Tuesday September 4
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dark and trying aspects of this World Heritage site which is based on
a former centre of warfare, being an important part of the nation’s
defence system and military activities. Visits were made to bastions
located at the perimeter of the formerly fortified town, and to shelters against explosive devices, dug into the solid rock. Bastion
Aurora, once the naval hospital, offered blueberry soup and ship’s
biscuits reminiscent of former times in the Naval City.
This afternoon offered much sun, laughter, joy and happiness as
well new friends – and tired feet!
The opening ceremony was held in the Karlskrona Concert Hall
and opened with a dance group from the Wämö School. Representatives of unesco and the Swedish National Commission for
unesco, made opening remarks. Mr Björn Fries, Mayor of Karlskrona, presented the Naval City and the get-together party was
held in the foyer of the Concert Hall.

Wednesday September 5
In the afternoon the participants were divided into 12 groups to
practice traditional Swedish handicrafts typical of the Naval City of
Karlskrona. Activities ranged from rope making, basket weaving,
ship model fabrication, the making of bottle ships, embroidery,
knots, lace making, and model carving. The activities were all carried out in locations within the World Heritage area.
Report from WHYF
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Thursday September 6
Students were divided into age groups. The younger students had
jive lessons while the older participants were guided through the
Naval Museum. Since 1997 it is located in a newly built museum
building (the museum celebrates its 250th anniversary in 2002).

Friday September 7
In the afternoon the closing ceremony started with group photographs in the Main Square, in front of the Fredrik Church designed
in 1690 by Nicodemus Tessin the younger. Local representatives of
the Arts and Culture Council and the Chairperson of the Municipal
Council gave speeches.
The farewell party was held at the Blekinge Museum. Food typical of the 18th century was served, followed by the teachers’ dance
show on the theme of international co-operation, by students dancing and dance performances from various nations. The old inhabitants of the Museum, the founder of Karlskrona and his family
(museum staff) appeared at the technically authentic version of a
19th century fire-works that finished the evening.
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Teacher’s lectures and workshops
1. Introduction
Introduction by Kerstin Lundman, the Swedish National Commission for unesco, co-ordinator of Swedish schools active in World
Heritage education since 1996.

2. The World Heritage Convention …
Richard Engelhardt, unesco Regional Advisor for Culture for Asia
and the Pacific, at unesco’s office in Bangkok, gave an introduction to the main theoretical concepts on which the World Heritage
Convention is based. Starting with a video film of some of the
World Heritage sites, he highlighted the fact that the World Heritage Convention is an innovative and unique type of social contract
between various actors in society.
An international convention is an agreement between
governments, a contract between societies; on how we
are going to act on matters of mutual interest.
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1. The first of these concepts is that human beings have a joint
responsibility to take care of the entire planet; the environment;
flora and fauna as well as cultures. This concept, which implies
present-time action in order to ensure future-time sustainability of
the earth’s resources, is a concept we have only internalised during
the last generation.
2. The second new concept is the acceptance of the idea that we all
are responsible for everyone else’s heritage. This second concept is
one of the great hopes inspiring the World Heritage Convention.
For the first time, with the World Heritage Convention, peace and
shared responsibility for the total human environment – both natural and cultural – are promoted in all societies across the globe and
throughout time.
172 countries have, as of 01 August signed the World Heritage
Convention making it the most universal of all international instruments for the conservation of the world’s cultural and natural
resources.
Article 5 of the Convention is a key to understanding the purpose of the Convention. Here we find a text about “giving the heritage a life in the community”. Heritage conservation is a pre-condition for development, not a luxury affordable only by alreadydeveloped societies.
The World Heritage Convention gives us tools to care for our
heritage in such a way that it can be safeguarded as a basis and
means for inspiration leading to future development. The Convention talks, not about what unesco is going to do, but about what
countries, institutions and communities must do to safeguard the
precious natural and cultural heritage of the world. The Convention talks about the responsibilities of these countries, institutions
and communities to develop technological expertise, to take care of
and share heritage.
Within the sphere of natural heritage protection, the World
Heritage Convention has already been fairly successful in mobiliz-
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He explained that the World Heritage Convention, which was drafted in 1972, in Sweden, and adopted at the unesco General Conference in November the same year is based on two new concepts,
which at that time had not been used before in international law, at
least not in an operational manner:

ing public and government concern about the need for action to
save endangered species and degrading environments. Now we
need to pay equal attention to our cultural heritage, and make concern for its protection as widespread a grass roots concern as natural heritage conservation has become.

3. .... and the UNESCO special project Young People’s Participation in World Heritage Preservation and Promotion
Mr Engelhardt then explained the linkage between the theory of the
World Heritage Convention, the practical work of the unesco
special project on World Heritage Education, and the theme of the
Karlskrona workshop, ‘both sides of the coin’. This provocative
theme was chosen to initiate an open discussion around the doubleedged sword of heritage, including World Heritage.
One aspect is the fact that heritage can be used both for sharing
between cultures or, as an excuse for antagonism and division
between cultures. Even today, there are still some people in this
world who refuse to understand or to admit that all cultures have
a right to exist. These cultural supremacists unfortunately labour
under the illusion that their culture is superior to all others, and
that other cultures should therefore be eliminated, or at least isolated, neglected and disadvantaged. If there is ever to be enduring
peace in this world, it is essential that this illusion be dispelled. This
can only be done through education. That is why the unesco
World Heritage Educational Project is so important.
Today the World Heritage List enshrines 721 sites of ‘outstanding universal value’ and as exemplars of conservation. Some people
worry that the List will grow too fast. They worry that more sites
on the List indicate a dillution of the concept, as if it were something like a ‘Top-Ten list of the wonders of the world’. Mr.
Engelhardt explained that inscription on the World Heritage List is
not the only or even the most important factor in the preservation
of the world’s cultural and natural heritage! It is not the World
Heritage List, per se, that is important! What is important is the
inspiration provided by World Heritage sites to catalyse governments, institutions, schools, the general public and every single citizen to join together to ensure the preservation of the heritage.
There is heritage everywhere! Therefore, more sites on the World
Heritage List means that more of the world’s heritage is being preserved – and this can be a very good thing!

I will personally take the following actions to help further the
awareness and knowledge of
World Heritage by drawing up and
publishing a newsletter about the
Karlskrona wh Youth Forum.
South Africa
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As an abstract concept, World Heritage is relatively successful at
creating a groundswell of public support for heritage conservation.
But we need to channel this goodwill into action. And one way to
do this is through World Heritage Education. Unfortunately, in
many places around the world, education still encourages xenophobia, that is, it bears the mark of fear and distrust of that which
is foreign and strange, rather than of curiosity and willingness to
learn about, and understand, that which is different from what we
know and are familiar with.

4. Young People’s Participation in World Heritage Preservation
and Promotion and the World Heritage Educational Resource Kit
for Teachers: World Heritage in Young Hands
Julie Hage, unesco, gave more information about the unesco
special project on World Heritage Education and the resource kit.
She noted that Karlskrona is a good example of a living World
Heritage site where people still today actually live and work. It mirrors the power structures in the Baltic, as well as military and naval
hierarchies over hundreds of years. Now people living here are taking on the World Heritage as a local community project as well.
This can make Karlskrona a living World Heritage, not only a
‘lived-in World Heritage’. But there is a need to go further and
beyond the local community project ‘learn about your own community’. We need to see the connections with other sites of cultural and natural value around and understand the interdependence
between cultures in very different parts of the world.

International collaboration and solidarity are core elements of what
you could call a World Heritage conservation ethics in which we all
are responsible for the protection of these unique sites of ‘outstanding universal value’.
As an example, Ms Hage shared a message from a boy named
Sandy and his classmates in the old city of Havana, Cuba, also a
World Heritage site. They had made a web site about World Heritage sites in their country and in the process of creating their web
site, they had learned more about how their local heritage was con-
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Seeing your own local heritage as a part of the world’s
cultural and natural ecosystem is an essential dimension of World Heritage Education.

nected with the history of the Latin American region in general. The
Cuban students discussed this experience with their fellow students
from all over the Latin American continent at the World Heritage
Youth Forum in Peru in 2001.
To give a short view of the history of the unesco World Heritage Education Project, (Young People’s Participation in World
Heritage Preservation and Promotion) Ms Hage recalled how all
States Parties to the World Heritage Convention have committed
themselves to strengthen the appreciation by their peoples of the
cultural and natural heritage. With the launch of the World
Heritage Education Project in 1994, unesco wished to assist the
State Parties in this task by providing some methodological tools
for involving young people in educational activities. Through the
unesco Associated Schools Project Network, teachers and students from around the world have contributed to develop and
refine this new educational concept, both by integrating World
Heritage Education across the school curricula and by involving
students in site visits and conservation activities.
At the first international World Heritage Youth Forum in
Bergen, Norway, in 1995, the participating students invented the
symbol of young people’s participation in heritage preservation:
Patrimonito/Patrimonita incorporates the World Heritage emblem
(the interdependence between culture and nature) and represents
the educational and participatory dimension of World Heritage
conservation.
The history of the educational activities in the field of World
Heritage is closely connected to the breaking down of the distinction between ‘national heritage’ and ‘World Heritage’. From the
very outset, the project aimed at developing a curiosity and responsibility, not only with regard to heritage in your own country, but
by installing a broader sense of responsibility towards World
Heritage in other parts of the world. But to in order to do so, you
have to develop a sense of self, to look to your own community and
then move on to study your region, as well as sites and values in
other parts of the world.

In South Africa every school may
decide its own curriculum. As
teachers we will encourage the
school to use ‘Heritage’ as a
theme (overall) for all learning
areas (subjects) at least once a
year. As learners we will
approach the Learner Representative Council to celebrate the
30th anniversary of the World
Heritage Convention with a
Cultural Day. This day should
include traditional folk songs,
dances, costumes, food and story
telling.
South Africa

The objectives of the World Heritage Educational Project are to:
• focus on the knowledge dimension, providing young people with
the necessary knowledge, skills and commitment
•

foster an inter-cultural dialogue among young people on how to
become involved
Report from WHYF
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•

promote new synergy between educators, decision makers and
heritage experts, that is, to create an arena for co-operation

•

contribute to a living heritage by presenting action plans to the
World Heritage Committee

At the World Heritage Youth Forum in Bergen in 1995, the need for
an educational toolkit for teaching about the World Heritage was
identified. An international team of teachers, curriculum developers, students and heritage experts was established to develop a multidisciplinary educational resource kit and in 1999, the first version
of ‘the Kit’ was published as a thematic toolbox for secondary
school teachers. The Kit covers the World Heritage Convention,
questions of identity, tourism, environment and the concept of a
Culture of Peace. Today, the Kit has been published in English,
French, Spanish, Arabic, Russian, Japanese and Chinese and it is
being translated into more than twenty additional languages. The
Internet version of the Kit, as well as ideas for curriculum development and networking is now available on the Internet:
www.unesco.org/whc/education.
The Kit has currently been experimented with in 700 schools
participating in the unesco Associated Schools Project (asp)
Network in more than 130 countries around the world.
In order to strengthen the implementation of World Heritage
educational activities at the local level, unesco has focused on the
implementation of regional and national strategies with the organisation of a series of sub-regional workshops. In many of these workshops, the participants have worked with translations and adaptations of the Kit as the starting point for developing specific national
plans of action for World Heritage Education in their country.
One of the most recent developments is the plan for setting up a
Teachers’ Forum and a Students’ Forum on the Internet for networking between the schools involved in the World Heritage
Education Project. Schools within the asp-Network will be asked
to volunteer to monitoring these activities.
Looking back on six years of experimental work, what are the
results, so far, of the World Heritage Educational Project? The project has grown from an experiment among a limited number of
Member States to the involvement of more than 130 countries in
developing this new educational concept. The active involvement of
young people in awareness raising activities has made a real contri-
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We suggest to the World Heritage
site manager: that young people
should be involved more e g
trained as guides and that events
should be organised to promote
reconciliation and remove racism
(as they do in Malbork, Poland)
South Africa

bution towards the conservation of World Heritage sites in many
countries. It has enhanced the integration of experiences from
around the world into policies and priorities of unesco and the
World Heritage Committee. Furthermore, the project has been successful in raising awareness among community stakeholders at
national and international levels. But World Heritage Education is
of course an on-going endeavour and many more hands are needed
to successfully involve young people in the task of conserving and
presenting our cultural and natural resources worldwide.

Teacher lectures:
1. Why remember difficult parts of our history?
Professor Leo Schmidt from the Branderburgisches Universität in
Cottbus, Germany, and Polly Feversham, North Yorkshire, uk, presented their book The Berlin Wall Today – Cultural Significance and
Conservation Issues (isbn 3-345-00733-9, Verlag Bauwesen, Berlin
1999).
The Berlin Wall, which over the years grew into a highly complex structure, started in the unexpected (for the west) sealing of the
sector borders in Berlin on August 13th 1961. In fact there were several walls. The first wall, the second wall, the ‘Border Wall 75’ with
the Death Strip and the Hinterland Wall. The Wall showed one face
to the west, another to the east.
In 1989, the Berlin Wall fell, as sensationally as it had first been
erected in 1961. East German authorities carried out the destruction of the Wall, 1989–90, quickly and efficiently. Today, when you
visit Berlin, it is hard to find any physical traces of the Berlin Wall.
In general, in the west, we don’t seem to be interested in understanding the wall, only in perpetuating our image of the wall.
The Berlin Wall is a part of our cultural heritage worth remembering and trying to understand, as having come, through the political
divide it embodied so concretely, to present profoundly different
images to people on one side versus the other. Few monuments have
had such strong symbolic value connected with world politics during the later half of the twentieth century as the Berlin Wall.
Lecture text on page 53
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2. Let there be life! Non-tangible cultural heritage as partner for
preservation of tangible cultural heritage
Lars Farago, Director of the Swedish Folk Music and Dance Association, RFoD invited everyone to join him on the floor. Mr Farago
is a political scientist whose main occupation is in the field of traditional music and dance. He is active as organiser, teacher, writer, and
lobbyist and as a choreographer as well. He is at present vice president of the Swedish Committee of cioff, The Nordic Folk Music
Committee and the European Network of Traditional Music and
Dance, and president of the Swedish Amateur Arts Network.
Lars Farago has been associated with the creation of the Swedish
World Heritage education project since 1999 when he made the
choreography to a dance for teachers and students describing all
Swedish World Heritage sites. The dance was based on traditional
elements and with traditional music.
To the catching rhythm and tunes of folk music played by the local
musicians all teachers danced a number of traditional dances. They
tried out långdans (chaindances and farandole), engelska (country
dances) and polska (traditional Nordic couple dance related to 16th
and 17th centuries German and Polish dances).
After the dancing, Mr Farago talked about three themes illustrated with video clips.
Lecture text on page 58.
Lars Farago invited the teachers to share ideas to be used in the performance that was prepared for the farewell party. The idea was to
show how traditional cultural expressions could be reinterpreted
today. Different suggestions were integrated into dance performance accompanied by local musicians. The dance had several parts
beginning with an illustration of walls between people and nations
and the wish to overcome divisions and ended with a couple dance
where also the onlookers were invited to participate. As two soloist
parts of the performance teachers demonstrated a couple dance
from Röros, Norway and a solo dance from Tonga.

3. What can Angkor Wat teach us about violence and war?
Richard Engelhardt returned to the lecture podium to give a practical example of how the social and cultural messages encoded in a
single World Heritage site can be used to teach lessons about the
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Recommendations to myself:
1. I will recruit new members for
my WH club
2. I will keep in touch with friends
in Karlskrona Youth Forum and
ask my friends to write to them or
e-mail
3. I will put the exhibition of
Karlskrona Youth Forum and pass
on my knowledge to my friends
and family.
Thailand

‘dark’ side of heritage and about the ‘bright’ side. How examples
deriving from violence can be turned into lessons in peace-building.
Mr Engelhardt used the temple of Angkor in north-western
Cambodia to show how we, through deconstruction and reconstruction, can create a journey for the students from the dark side
of a site to the light side.
Lecture text on page 62.
4. Why is Karlskrona where it is?
The second lecturer was Ivar Wenster, Karlskrona, the former coordinator for the World Heritage Office in Karlskrona. Mr Wenster is
now head of Culture in Karlskrona.
The strong-featured figurehead from the ship Dristigheten (Boldness) has become something of a symbol for the naval city Karlskrona. During battle at sea, a long time ago, the body of the figurehead was so badly damaged that only the head was salvaged..
Karlskrona became a World Heritage site in 1998. The World
Heritage in Karlskrona is not primarily for the world. It is for the
people who live here. In 1999 we started the Karlskrona Education.
More than 6000 people have gone through this education. But
there is still a lot of work to be done to develop and nurture an
urban pride in Karlskrona. Taking away the old military signs
about Photography prohibited. Trespassers will be prosecuted does
not automatically and immediately erase the images that you carry
with you in mind and backbone. But the base for those images can
be broadened and enriched by better understanding of our past.
And it can change our visions of what futures are possible.
To the Ministry of Education:

5. Artistic work in schools as World Heritage education
David Walmsley, English Heritage Education Officer for North East
England, has been a teacher for 15 years. Working in mainstream
education with pupils aged between 11 and 16, he has also developed projects that help integrate children with hearing impairments
and learning difficulties. Since the mid 1980s he has worked for
English Heritage, which is a government-sponsored organisation
responsible for the preservation of the historic environment.
Lecture text on page 66.

– All schools (also primary)
should include WH and own heritage in their curriculum every
year in all grades. The ministry
must actively promote and
recommend this.
– The ministry must also support
the celebrations of the 30 year
anniversary of the World Heritage
Convention.
South Africa
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6. Can World Heritage education help us overcome history?
Marek Stokowski, Curator of Education spoke on the educational
projects at Malbork Castle situated in northern Poland, approximately 60 kilometres from Gda?sk. It is a vast complex of three
powerful castles: the High, the Middle and the Outer Bailey and
covers an area of 21 hectares. In the Middle Ages Malbork (in
German: Marienburg – the Castle of St Mary) was described as the
biggest mountain of bricks north of the Alps.
The structure was built, in several stages, between the 13th and
15th centuries, by the Teutonic Knights. They were a German order
of knights that came to Baltic Prussia from Palestine after the
Crusades. Malbork Castle served the German monks as their capital in a monastic state.
We carried out our first large Polish-German educational project
in 1988. Today we still run projects of that kind together, and with
other educators from Germany and from other countries as well.
Currently, the international programmes in Malbork Castle vary
from very simple and short ones up to quite advanced and longterm projects. There are projects such as: Encounter at the Castle
1480, Theatrical plays and Filming History.
Lecture text at page 71.
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First we want to inform other colleagues, fellow students, teachers and headmasters as well as
the newspapers about the results
of the World Heritage Youth
Forum. We plan to collect information about the projected World
Heritage site where we live and
produce worksheets to send to
the National Commission for
UNESCO in Austria to be added to
information on already existing
World Heritage sites in our country. We also want to produce it on
CD-ROM.
Austria

Invitation to the Youth Forum

6

This invitation was sent out to 30 National Commissions for
unesco in October 2000 inviting them to nominate participants
and explaining what the Youth Forum was all about.
“October 2000
To the National Commission for unesco
Invitation to
World Heritage Youth Forum Karlskrona 2001
You are herby invited to nominate two schools active in the
unesco Special Project “Young People’s Participation in World
Heritage Preservation and Promotion” co-ordinated by the World
Heritage Centre and the Associated Schools Project Network to
come to Karlskrona, Sweden to a World Heritage Youth Forum in
September 2001.
The objectives of the Youth Forum are to bring together teachers and students to create networks and exchange, to further understanding of World Heritage among students and teachers and to
create a forum for discussion about how to preserve and present
World Heritage.
Students and teachers from about 40 Swedish schools will participate and more than 20 National Commissions for unesco are
invited to nominate participants from secondary or upper-secondary level schools. We invite each school to participate with two students and two teachers (we would appreciate if the delegation was
gender balanced with one female and one male student and one
female and one male teacher).
Since the local hosts in Karlskrona will cover board, lodging,
local transport and the programme of the Forum (expert participation, speakers, work-shop leaders etc) we hope that it will be posReport from WHYF
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sible for the school nominated to find ways and means to finance
their trip to and from Karlskrona. Financial support for parts of the
cost for travels for a limited number of countries can be obtained
from the Swedish National Commission for unesco.
Information about the World Heritage Youth Forum will be
published and updated on the Internet from December 2000. We
would appreciate your reply, under the address mentioned at the
end of the information leaflet, no later than November 15, 2000.
We are looking forward to hear from you at your earliest convenience.
Yours sincerely
Nils Gunnar Nilsson,
President, the Swedish National Commission for unesco
Ivar Wenster, Co-ordinator, the Karlskrona World Heritage Site
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APPENDIX TO THE INVITATION
Background to the World Heritage Youth Forum
The overall theme of the World Heritage Youth Forum is to help
students and teachers deepen their understanding of the World
Heritage by working on themes such as: Both sides of the coin –
how can the dark and light sides of my World Heritage become keys
to understanding the present and the future?
Criteria for selection of participants:
•

We invite schools that are already active working with World
Heritage matters.

•

We invite you to nominate schools where the students as well as
the teachers are able to work in English. All working materials
will be in English and no translation into any other language will
be provided.

•

Preferably the schools should be members of the unesco
Associated Schools Project Network.

We suggest that the teachers consider integrating wh-ideals into
their lessons creating an awareness of WH in their students
(‘Hands on-projects’, excursions
etc)
In our work we will be guided by
social, educational and emotional
aspects rather than national,
ideological or religious ones.
Therefore we will try to create
more infotainment that speaks to
all senses of the visitors to our
site.
Apart from producing materials
we also try to create a forum
where people can come together
and communicate. Hopefully people from all generations, so that
the living, non-tangible heritage
can be passed on.
Austria

Twinning
Two teachers and two students will be invited to Karlskrona. The
non-Swedish schools will be twinned with Swedish schools during
the autumn of 2000. These twin couples will elaborate a joint presentation of a theme to be introduced (for example in the form of an
exhibition or a play) to the other participating schools and to the
public at large in Karlskrona. In this way the schools will already
have firmly established contacts when they arrive at the Forum. The
local organizers in Karlskrona will organise the twinning arrangements.
The Forum
The World Heritage Youth Forum Karlskrona 2001 gives young
people the opportunity to meet and get to know each other, to discuss matters of mutual interest and present their ideas on how to
preserve and present our World Heritage.
Apart from being a pleasant and socially rewarding meeting, this
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World Heritage Youth Forum aims to create an important platform
for the future involvement of young people in World Heritage conservation. Young people will present new ideas and see things from
a different perspective. Some of their ideas will be new to the generation now in charge and the Forum can help promote this new
approach to heritage conservation.
We are convinced that the students will have an interesting and
exciting time together. We hope that they also will perceive the importance of understanding and being proud of their own heritage
and also experience the importance of preserving the heritage we
have in common; the World Heritage. Together with the students
and teachers of their twin school they will apply their knowledge,
their imagination and try to use their creative abilities to make interesting presentations to the other participants and the public at large.
We hope that they will share a feeling of solidarity, understanding
and curiosity for each other. This is precisely what we aim at; that
everybody will understand how important it is to preserve World
Heritage – future generations will be as eager to know as we are!
Themes
Some suggestions for themes to be discussed at the Forum:
• The challenges of World Heritage in the age of mass tourism
•

How does the local population react when their home becomes
a World Heritage site?

•

The environmental challenges and the conservation of World
Heritage

•

What will be our inheritance from the 20th century? Is it important to remember industrialism?

•

World Heritage as a window on the dark and light sides of our
past

•

World Heritage as a contribution to sustainable development

Nomination
Your nomination should include the following information:
Full name and postal address of the school.

•
•

Name and telephone number, fax number and e-mail to the
contact person in charge.
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To the site manager: In order that
students may understand and
appreciate the wh site and participate in taking care of the site
and be given a role in the life of
our school and our community we
suggest that they send Filipino
students to the different parts of
the country where we have wh
sites so that every student will
know (by heart and soul) how
important and precious every wh
site is. As a result, they would
have the urge to help preserve
each site.
Student from the Philippines

•

Age and number of students at the school.

•

Name of the World Heritage site that the school works with.
Examples on how they work with the World Heritage.

•
•

Is the school a member of the unesco Associated Schools Project
Network?

We look forward to receiving your nominations of participants no
later than November 15, 2000 to the local organisers to the following address:

COURTESY OF KARLSKRONA PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION

Municipality of Karlskrona
World Heritage Project
S-371 83 Karlskrona
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Programme

7

for The World Heritage Youth Forum, Karlskrona,
September 2001 – Both sides of the coin

Monday September 3
arrivals / visits to schools
Afternoon: Preparation of the exhibitions pre-prepared by twin
and triplet schools in a tent on the premises of Blekinge Museum.
Preparation of posters.
Evening: Various activities in groups. Boat trip to a nearby island
with fishing and preparation of fish. Rowing of traditional 10-oar
boats. Guided tour of the Navy Museum. Digital postcards prepared, Hyper Island. Finishing activity: songs by the sea

Tuesday September 4
Morning: Twin schools and triplet schools meet at Rosenholm. Each
school group meets in a separate room, they have support staff that
helps them find each other and work on their joint presentations.
Afternoon: Guided tour in groups of Karlskrona and surroundings
with a guide for each 20 participants. The tour will include 19 stations; each participant has a map a pen and a questionnaire. Each
station is an important cultural building, an exercise or a historically interesting ‘coffee break’. Each station has a special guide who
informs and helps out.
Evening: Official opening. Speakers representing the City of Karlskrona and the World Heritage Centre at unesco Headquarters in
Paris open the Youth Forum.

Wednesday September 5
Student session 1: Bus trip to the Kreativum Science Centre in
Karlshamn.
Report from WHYF
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Teacher session 1: The unesco special project on wh Education,
and the unesco teacher manual The Kit. Ms Julie Hage,
unesco
The wh Convention – what is it and what is it not? Dr. Richard
Engelhardt. unesco Bangkok
Workshop: On-site exercise from the Kit, in groups.
Afternoon: Student session 2: Work of a young navy sailor: 12
kinds of handicrafts – rope making, basket weaving, ship models,
bottle ships, embroidery, knot making, model carving etc.
Teacher session 2: Lecture: Why remember difficult parts of our history? Professor Leo Schmidt, Cottbus, Germany and Ms Polly
Feversham. Discussion
Lecture: Let there be life! Non-tangible cultural heritage as partner
for preservation of tangible cultural heritage
Workshop: Non tangible cultural heritage in its practical form, Mr
Lars Farago, RfoD Sweden
Evening at the Blekinge Museum. Schools present how they work
in a World Heritage Education Fair. A group of students are invited to spend the night in the World Heritage area.

Thursday September 6
Morning: Student session 3: Younger pupils: Preparation of performance for the farewell party in the gymnastics hall of Sparre
Older pupils: Workshop: How do we work with heritage to create
peace? Mr Marek Stokowski, Malbork, Poland. At th Båtsmanskasernen.
Teacher session 3: Lecture: What can Angkor Wat teach us about
violence and war? Mr Richard Engelhardt, regional advisor on
culture, unesco Bangkok office
Lecture: Why is Karlskrona where it is? Mr Ivar Wenster, Karlskrona
Lecture: Artistic work in schools as World Heritage education –
How do we work at Hadrian’s Wall? Mr David Walmsley, Education Officer (north), English Heritage, uk
Afternoon: Student session 4 (younger students):
Jive lessons at Tipsys at Pantarholmen
Student session 4 (older students): Visit to Vämöparken and lecture
Teacher session 4 in Sparresalen: Work-shop: Artistic creativity
with inexpensive material Lead by Mr David Walmsley, Education
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Officer (north), English Heritage, uk
Student session 4 for older students and teacher session 4 continued:
Lecture: Can World Heritage education help us overcome history? –
how do we work in Malbork? Marek Stokowski, Malbork, Poland
Summing-up panel with all speakers: How do you see the future of
World Heritage Education?
Evening at the Blekinge Museum. Schools present how they work
with World Heritage at a World Heritage Education Fair. A group of
students are invited to spend the night in the World Heritage area.

Friday September 7
Morning: Student session 5 and Teacher session 5: Elaboration of
the Karlskrona recommendations
Preparation of exhibitions and performances. Closing ceremony
Evening: Farewell party at Blekinge Museum. Teacher’s show.
Student’s show

Saturday September 8

COURTESY OF KARLSKRONA PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION

Morning: Finishing session: Adoption of the Karlskrona Recommendations
farewell, good byes, diplomas.
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Teacher’s workshop to
create new exercises for
classroom use

COURTESY OF KARLSKRONA PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION

In the workshop lead by Ms Julie Hage teachers were divided into
groups that had the task of coming up with new and improved
exercises for the teacher’s resource kit.
The assignment of the first Teacher Session was to split into
groups and, in each of these groups, to look at the dark under belly
of a specific World Heritage site, and try to turn it into something
positive. How would we structure a lesson for students to this purpose?
In the initial discussions various sites were suggested. Some were
more immediately identifiable as symbolic of evil than others. But
on closer inspection, almost all cultural sites could be seen to have
darker sides to them. Numerous beautiful and prestigious monuments have literally been built on suppression and slavery. In this
discussion, it also became clear that the dark under-belly could be
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uncovered, on the one hand, in the symbolism of the site itself, but
on the other hand also in the vulnerability of the site, as a victim of
violence through war, vandalism, or lack of skills, knowledge
and/or other resources for conservation and protection.
The exercise was carried out in groups called: ‘Australia and the
Pacific’, ‘Asia’, ‘the Americas’, ‘Africa and the Arab States’, and ‘Europe’. Each group presented suggestions for how to organise a lesson
or an activity around ‘the dark side of the coin’ of a chosen World
Heritage site.

Group 1; the Maze versus the Timeline / Conflict Enactment
Approach
‘Australia and the Pacific’, split into two subgroups, one working
with an approach for younger children and one for older children.
For younger children, they suggested making a maze, containing
the following tasks:
1. ‘Find the way to … (the chosen World Heritage site)’
2. Describe the site
3. Dark side of … (listing good/bad sides of a site)
4. Brainstorming, bringing the children to the light (good) side
5. ‘Pretend you are the site! What would you like the people to do,
or what would you like to happen to you, to make you a happy
site?’

We recommend to invite Slovak
schools to national meetings and
cooperate with them.
Czech Republic

For older children, they suggested a different approach, in which students are encouraged to construct a timeline and enact conflicts with
which the World Heritage site they are studying has been connected:
1. Why do people come to this site? Why is it a World Heritage
site? What makes it a World Heritage site? Build a timeline.
Compare who has lived or come there over any period of time.
2. Divide into two groups. One group looks at the World Heritage
site as a tourist site. One looks at the past. In groups they work
to find the answer to the question: what makes this site important to different groups of peoples?
3. Through role-playing, earlier conflicts can be enacted, older
views are compared with new understanding, and solutions are
sought for conflicting interests.
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Group 2; Exploring the World Heritage site as a way of relating
to and understanding theoretical concepts central to Human
Rights and world peace

We suggest that WH is taken into
account in national teacher training programmes in every country

‘Asia’ suggested planning a series of four lessons, stretching over
four days. Each lesson would centre on identifying, exploring and
finding relevant representations for a theoretical concept in the context of the World Heritage chosen.
Lesson 1 / day 1: Identification of theWorld Heritage site. Focus on
aggression. (Internal aggression, external aggression).
Lesson 2 / day 2: Focus on boundaries / walls. Keeping people in,
for fear of escape (for example the Berlin Wall). Keeping people
out, for fear of influence (for example the Great Wall of China).
Lesson 3 / day 3: Focus on political divergences.
Lesson 4 / day 4: Focus on pollution / environment / displacement.

We suggest a World Heritage day
every year to make the idea of wh
known to the students

The group also suggested a number of different tools that could be
used during these lessons:
1. Map-site-technique
2. Film or video footages, for sensitising students to the dark side
of the site.
3. Sharing and reflecting. What have you seen? What have you felt?
What can you do?
4. Presentation – group-wise.
5. Synthesis in which the teacher has an important role and
responsibility.
6. Evaluation, encouraging the students to use for instance drama,
dances, poems and paintings to express their experiences and feelings.

Group 3; Bringing perspectives from different subject areas together; Building cultures of the future through what is now and
what was
‘The Americas’ chose the Jesuit Block and Estancias of Cordoba in
Argentina as their example. One dark side of the coin here is the
negative effects colonisation and religious missions have had on living conditions, health and culture of the native populations of
America. It became apparent that perspectives from different subject areas could be brought together to highlight different aspects of
these influences.
Thus, the geography teacher felt it would be natural to start by
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To commemorate the 30th
anniversary we suggest that the
national Commission for UNESCO
should organize an information
campaign on wh to schools and
also the media
We suggest that within the framework of the asp Network and the
WH Education Project, a mechanism for students to undertake
on-site skills training, or to perform volunteer activity, or in
some other way participate
actively in wh conservation on
site.
Finland and Lithuania

establishing a sense of place, that is, by locating the site on the map,
and locating where the people came from who constructed what is
a World Heritage site.
The history teacher in the group suggested starting by identifying themes that is, connecting various historical narratives to the
site. Who were the Jesuits? Who were the indigenous peoples who
lived there when the Jesuits came?
The biology teacher wanted to start by exploring the environment
and the impact the Jesuit settlement had had on that. What was there
before? What was lost? What came with the new inhabitants?
A teacher who had worked with human / computer interface
design suggested looking closely at buildings, that is, studying the
architecture and how it might reflect traces of both cultures, as well
as the merging of these and the emergence of something new and
different, specific to this place and its history.
In order to develop a deeper understanding of what has been,
what is there now and what might come, the bringing together of
teachers from different subject areas to work together with students
can be developed.

Group 4; Starting in the classroom, exploring and expanding our
sense of responsibility for relationships
‘Africa and the Arab States’ chose Robben Island in South Africa as
the focus of their lesson plan. While many forts are built to keep
people out, this is a prison, built to keep people in. Unjust racial
discrimination has been one of the main reasons why people were
held captive here. Discrimination is still an existing problem, which
teachers may need to face and challenge in classrooms.
We should start by discussing how we should treat each other in
the classroom. This can be a challenge for the teacher, as it may
involve strong emotions and feelings so deeply rooted that they are
hard to talk about. Therefore, it is useful to develop methods and
means and examples to support the teacher to handle tensions in
the classroom. Such tensions will most likely evolve, and need to be
managed, as the exploration of the World Heritage and the concepts we wish to discuss leads to the exposure of ‘both sides of the
coin’. In the end, whether we succeed in turning also the dark sides
of the World Heritage into something positive for the future will
depend on whether we can work with emotions and tensions in the
classroom in a positive way.

To the site manager: In order that
students may understand and
appreciate the WH site and participate in taking care of the site
and be given a role in the life of
our school and our community we
suggest that they send Filipino
students to the different parts of
the country where we have WH
sites so that every student will
know (by heart and soul) how
important and precious every wh
site is. As a result, they would
have the urge to help preserve
each site.
Student from the Philippines
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After starting with a discussion about how we treat each other in
the classroom, the students are encouraged to explore the website
of the chosen World Heritage site. Then they are urged to go further and explore other World Heritage sites that are connected in
some way (for instance, sites including forts, walls etc. that have
been built to keep people in – or out). Nature versus culture at these
sites, as well as non-tangible heritage and the relationship between
non-tangible and tangible heritage, can be areas to be further
explored.

Group 5; Starting in the midst of darkness
‘Europe’ decided to start by looking at two World Heritage sites in
Europe, Auschwitz concentration camp and the old city of
Dubrovnik, which can be said to represent two different dark sides
of the coin. There are films here that can be shown, and that should
not be forgotten. On one hand, the liberation of Auschwitz, on the
other hand the bombing of Dubrovnik in the 1990’s. Questions to
begin with could be:
1. Do you recognise these places?
2. Do you see any connection between them? (War, peace, bombs
– what are we doing, why do we forget so fast? What is
happening now?)
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We suggest to make the WH symbol well known worldwide. It
should be perfectly clear to anyone who visits a WH site that this
is something special. The symbol
could be used on road signs,
flags, brochure, taxis, buses etc.
The symbol should be just as
famous as the Coca Cola symbol.
UNESCO should put pressure on
the different Ministries of
Education so that working with
WH could be part of national curricula. In that way teachers and
pupils could work with wh without having bad conscience spending time on WH projects.
A recommendation to ourselves:
All of us should spread the ideas
from this Forum to everyone in
our school and in our communities.
Austria, Sweden and Norway

Lectures by guest speakers

9

1. The Berlin Wall
For 28 years, the Wall divided the city of Berlin and marked the one
spot where the superpowers were in daily contact and often in conflict. A place which was present in the minds of many people
through the many dramatic incidents which occurred here, through
spy fiction and Hollywood films.
We all remember the pictures that astounded and delighted the
world just about a decade ago (ill. 1). On 9th November 1989, Communist East Germany – the gdr – had finally lost the will and the
power to prevent East Germans from crossing the border into the
West.
The 800-mile-long border between East and West Germany had
been closed since 1948, but Berlin was under Allied rule and provided the loophole through which people could escape to the West.
In the German Democratic Republic it was possible to travel to East
Berlin; from there one could cross into West Berlin – once in West
Berlin, one could fly out to the Federal Republic. Each year, hundred thousands went that way (2.7 million in all), and gdr economy was facing collapse due to the constant drain of workforce.
In the early hours of 13 August 1961, a Sunday, East German
troops surrounded West Berlin and closed all roads; within the next
few hours they enclosed West Berlin with barbed wire (ill. 2). As
Soviet premier Kruschev had said earlier in a secret speech

ill. 1

ill. 2

‘We’re going to close Berlin. We will just put up serpentine barbed wire and the West will stand there like
dumb sheep. And while they are standing there we will
put up a wall’ .
The first Wall was just a rough and hurried construction of breeze
blocks topped by barbed wire and broken glass (ill. 3). But, as an

ill. 3
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American author commented in the 1980s: ‘A dud street light in
East Berlin can take four months to replace, but the slightest crack
in the Wall is repaired instantly’. This was an understatement. From
its inauspicious beginnings, the Wall was to become the best maintained structure in East Germany.
The first rough Wall was replaced a few years later by a more
sophisticated layout: prefabricated concrete slabs between upright
steel girders, crowned by a concrete pipe so that it would not provide a handhold for anybody trying to scale it. The final version
was the ‘Border Wall 75’ (ill. 4).
The new Wall was much easier to erect and to maintain – and far
more difficult to scale. With its smooth surface, it also looked far less
brutal than the older versions, a great advantage in the eyes of the
Communist leaders who had become more and more concerned
with appearances.
What the West knew and saw as ‘The Wall’ was much more than
the name implies. It was a constantly evolving structure, a deep-set
obstacle course of electric fences, barbed wire, hidden spikes, antivehicle trenches and so on (ill. 5). The most significant element was
the Death Strip – the area between the ‘hinterland Wall’, which
faced east, and the border Wall facing west. The ring of glaring
lights encircling West Berlin could be seen from space.
The fortifications were manned by the 15.000 soldiers of Border
Command Central who had orders to shoot on sight. These soldiers
were kept in an artificial state of paranoia. Most of them truly
believed that they were guarding an ‘Anti-Fascist Protection
Rampart’ and were holding the teeming hordes of Western spies
and saboteurs at bay.
Far more than just a complex physical structure, the Berlin Wall
has always been an emotionally charged place. I would like to explore this by looking more closely at one symbolic location: Bernauer
Strasse
The course of the Wall followed the borders of the city districts.
In Bernauer Strasse, the houses were in the East, but the pavement
in front of them was already in the West. Some dramatic escapes
occurred by people jumping out of upper-story windows while the
soldiers were already blocking the lower stories. In this street, 2.000
people were evicted by force, the houses bricked up and eventually
demolished (ill. 6). Their ground-floor facades were left for years as
a macabre part of the border fortifications. A wide death strip
replaced the populous street.
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ill. 4

ill. 5

ill. 6

The only building left standing, inaccessibly, was the parish church
of the Reconciliation. But in 1985, the border guards had enough
of this obstacle in their patrol road and blew it up (ill. 7).
The Wall has many facets. Its darkest side is that, in 28 years,
255 people died in the attempt to cross the border in Berlin. But the
Wall always meant and still means many different things to different people. Today, for most people around the world, the Berlin
Wall is associated – first of all – with the memory of its fall – that
unlooked-for symbolic moment of the downfall of Communist
repression in Eastern Europe, the end to the Cold War. Nothing
could be better proof of this positive view of the Wall than the fact
that millions of Wall fragments – hacked out of the concrete by the
so-called Wallpeckers – have been sold and can be found in households all over the world, treasured like fragments of the True Cross.
Berliners, however, have no positive feelings about the Wall. For
them it is a painful memory that they try to ignore. They find it
enough, perhaps more than enough, to mark its course by a double
line of cobblestones and by a few works of art at the former border
crossing stations. But these markings and installations are not concerned with trying to understand the Wall and what it meant – only
with the reproduction of a particular image of the Wall: with its
perception from the West.
The West was intimately familiar with the Wall’s Western face.
For Westerners, it was no problem to approach the Wall; to look
into the death strip, to cross into East Berlin on a day pass; the Wall
was a subject in the media; generations of high-school students
were carted from West Germany to West Berlin to study the situation at first hand.
West Berliners mostly ignored the wall. They decorated its Western face in an endless stream of graffiti – graffiti on all kinds of subjects but the Wall.
The border guards were happy to let them do this because the
graffiti assisted them in their goal to make the wall invisible – nothing is as invisible as a mirror, and the graffiti were a mirror of the
West (ill. 8).
The perception from the East could not have been more radically
different. The most one could see as an ordinary East Berliner was the
Hinterland Wall – the Eastern limit of the death strip, and quite different in appearance from the Western face of the Wall (ill. 9). Most
East Berliners had practically no way of gaining a visual impression
of the border fortifications at all. A restricted area prevented them

ill. 7

ill. 8

ill. 9
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from approaching the border zone. Only specially screened and reliable people – many of them were the families of border guards – were
allowed to live within the restricted area; visits were only granted
with special permits.
To express an interest in the structures behind the Hinterland
Wall – inside the death strip – would have meant a one-way ticket
to a State Security prison.
Therefore, to Easterners, the Wall meant the invisible, intangible
end of the world – never spoken of except in whispers; ignored as
much as possible.
However, there was one particularly attractive spot from which
one could actually see the fabled and legendary world which one
knew so well from Western tv: the café in the East Berlin tv tower
in which everybody wanted to sit on the western side.
Between 1990 and 1992, the border fortifications were dismantled, eradicated. Voids were created which the mind can fill with
images of the structures that have disappeared.
West Berliners have already forgotten the Wall. Due to its speedy
demolition, East Berliners and particularly East Germans have had
hardly a chance to learn and see what it was (Ill. 10). Oblivion has
set in directly. In a project on the Wall, students of mine made a
video of interviews in Cottbus. In one scene they ask a group of
teenagers how they feel about the Berlin Wall. You can see their
faces, blank with incomprehension – then the brightest one has an
inspiration and says: ‘Do you mean the thing with the horses on
top?’ (i.e. the Brandenburg Gate).
The Berlin Wall is certainly one of the strangest and most fascinating structures of the twentieth century. It has many facets, many
layers of significance – some of them negative and even horrible,
some of them positive and enheartening. But the Wall also teaches
us, in the words of Tilmann Breuer,
that a material object in itself is nothing: it takes the
human mind, it takes human awareness and interpretation of its messages – indeed it takes human emotion to
make an object come alive so that it acquires any significance as a monument.
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ill. 10

Professor Leo Schmidt
Brandenburgische Technische Universität Cottbus
Postfach 101344
D-03013 Cottbus
Tel: +49 (0)355 693083, Fax: +49 (0)355 693070
E-mail: leo.Schmidt@TU-Cottbus.De
Lady Polly Feversham
Helmsley Estate, Helmsley
York YO62 5EB
Great Britain
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2. Let there be life!
Non-tangible cultural heritage as partner for preservation of
tangible cultural heritage
unesco is now putting an emphasis on the importance of the oral
and intangible cultural heritage. The interest for this should be a
good partner for those working with the safeguarding of world heritage sites. Let the sites come to life through activities around traditional music, dance, tales …
There already exists an officially adopted declaration on the protection of cultural diversity and by implication the intangible as
well as the tangible. In addition unesco has recently launched a
programme for the ‘Proclamation of Masterpieces of the Oral and
Intangible Heritage of Humanity’. Although no international convention has yet been adopted to protect the oral and intangible cultural heritage of the world, unesco is currently studying the possibility of drafting such an instrument.
Oral and non-tangible cultural heritage has an all-important
social dimension. Dance and music are related to situations where
they have important social functions. They can communicate independently of spoken language. You do not have to be a specialist to
participate in meaningful activities when you dance. On the other
hand there is an aesthetic dimension that can be cultivated to high
standards that presupposes specialisation. Folk music and dance
can become art.
How can teachers use oral and intangible heritage related to world
heritage sites? Programs, performances, workshops with music,
dance and story telling can be adjusted to different time epochs and
relate to various groups of people. Contacts with local masters and
amateurs can be useful when planning events. Voluntary organisations (Non Governmental Organisations), ngo:s, can become partners for programming and give different kinds of assistance. They
have contacts with professional artists and pedagogues and can
engage voluntary workers.
The work in schools around world heritage sites might gain from
establishing a connection between tangible and intangible heritage.
Documentation of music, dance and stories from old people can be
used to make students understand the meaning of heritage and as
material for performances and events.
Before engaging artists or organisations it might be important to
understand the way they relate to traditions.
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Traditional music and dance can be used and misused. It is important
to consider how the intangible cultural heritage is related to the general theme of the forum: Both sides of the coin – in relation.
How traditions are perceived are important ideological and cultural issues. What aspects of traditional culture is important? Should
the perspectives be individual, local, regional, national or international? Should the focus be put on differences or similarities – or
both? Who makes these decisions: those who are culturally active,
those who formulate national cultural policies, scientists or representatives of ngos?
Safeguarding oral and intangible heritage, such as music and
dance, may be even more difficult than the preservation of monuments and sites. Music and dance forms tend to have existed in
regions that do not necessarily follow present-day national boundaries. But cultural policy is formulated by nation states and the protection of culture is supported by unesco, an intergovernmental,
international organisation built by nations. For example, the polska belongs to the Nordic countries, not only to Sweden; it cannot
be ‘claimed’ by one country alone.

Try to establish a subcommittee
under the National Environmental
Association and call this sub committee the Karlskrona Committee. Participants should be the
delegation to the Youth Forum.
Tonga

Cultural roots of the music and dance we today call ‘folk’
is in most cases older than the mostly relatively newly
drawn lines on maps that we today call national borders.
Preservation work carried out through ngos is based on national
associations. Folk dances are expected to represent a country or
people rather than cultural traditions with no relation to borders.
We define folk music and folk dance as Swedish, Finnish or Norwegian regardless that we talk about cultural expressions that not so
long ago were almost impossible to separate from each other. Differences in traditional culture were individual, local or regional
rather than national. But during the 20th century traditional culture
has become more and more related to nations. Traditional culture
has been directly used to build national identity. But traditional culture has also been remoulded into national costumes in less conscious ways. National governments as well as ngo:s have formed
systems for the promotion of traditions, rulings, rewards and educational systems. These systems to preserve tradition have in some
cases reshaped the very same traditions into new forms and expressions and influenced how ideas of cultural heritage are perceived. It
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is important to continually analyse the influence of the preservers –
ngos, governments, institutions and scholars – on traditions and
how they live in today’s societies.

We are going to create a brief
material for training new teachers to make them aware of the
WH.

Traditional music and dance – oral and intangible cultural heritage
should be used freely by teachers and students. This, as all other
culture, must be alive to be meaningful – both when used as art or
in social practice. This means that protection of oral and intangible
heritage has two sides:

We are trying to persuade the
national commission of UNESCO
to organise an information campaign to celebrate the 30th
anniversary of the Convention.

a. Continuous documentation to preserve expressions in archives
to have material to return to when someone wants to reinvent a
tradition.
b. Freedom to experiment, change and combine. The most interesting traditions are those that are alive. When a good traditional
artist makes a performance the traditional oral culture is both
renewed, adjusted to the situation, time and audience and also
changed – added to. Knowing this should also give freedom to
pedagogical use of traditional culture adjusted to the different
needs of modern education.
Two video examples can illustrate this: The first shows how traditions can be used in modern art. A scene from a Nobel Prize dinner
in Stockholm, where the singer Lena Willemark together with the
dancer and choreographer Per Jonsson presented a modern dance
performance accompanied by piercing traditional herding calls.
The second video was part of a television program about a group
of musicians who play modern interpretations of Sami music. This
film started with a collage of old black and white films made in the
1950:s about the Sami people in northern Sweden and their nomadic
life as reindeer herders. It ended with Wimme Saari, a well-known
modern Sami musician, doing the ‘Texas jojk’, composed in Dallas a
few years ago while he and his band of musicians were touring the
us.
The third video was part of a black and white film from the
1960’s, which had recently been found and returned to the archives
of the Swedish Television. It started by focusing on the young feet
of a couple dancing a three-beat polska, spinning through the turns
as though they were one single being. The camera moved up, to
show the smiling, weather-worn faces of a man and woman in their
eighties, moving through the intricate passages expressing a lifetime
of joyful dancing.
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We are going to organise a WHday in our schools.
We will try to be able to offer a
wh course in our senior secondary school again.
We will try to establish and develop co-operation between the two
Finnish schools.
Finland

The main point illustrated by the workshop and the video examples
was the importance that traditional culture and art finds relevant
functions – in order to stay alive – in contemporary society. If traditional culture is documented and the documentations are well
kept then artists and pedagogues can use the material freely as it
suits the needs of today.

Mr Lars Farago
The Swedish Folk Music and Dance Association, RFoD,
Nybrokajen 11
SE -111 48 Stockholm
E-mail: lars.farago@rfod.se
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3. What can Angkor Wat teach us
about peace and war?
Mr. Richard Engelhardt returned to the lecture podium to give a
practical example of how the social and cultural messages encoded
in a single World Heritage site can be used to teach lessons about
the ‘dark’ side of heritage and about the ‘bright’ side. How examples deriving from violence can be turned into lessons in peacebuilding. Mr Engelhardt used the temple of Angkor in north-western Cambodia to show how we, through deconstruction and reconstruction, can create a journey for the students from the dark side
of a site to the light side.
He chose Angkor as an example because he knows the site well1,
but also because today it is not obviously a dark monument. Visitors are awed by the vast magnificence, the size, scale and complexity of the temple, the largest stone building ever built. Constructed
during the 12th century, the world-famous temple of Angkor Wat
was part of what was probably one of the biggest cities in the world
at that time. Certainly, its construction was one of the most ambitious building projects ever undertaken prior to the 20th century.
Using visual aids such as slides and photographs as well as
inscriptions and excerpts from ancient mythological texts as teaching material, Mr. Engelhardt led us through a lesson plan from the
dark to the light side of Angkor heritage.
We can begin the lesson where all first-time visitors to a heritage
site begin – with awe, mystery and respect. When approaching a
monumental archaeological site such as Angkor there are always the
initial ‘mystery questions’ asked by both young and old visitors alike:
•

What was the purpose of all this?

•

How was it accomplished? By what form, and what
organization of humanpower?

•

Why was it abandoned?

1 From 1991–1994 Mr Engelhardt re-opened and served as Head of the unesco
Office in Cambodia, and launched the international safeguarding campaign for
Angkor. In recognition of his services h.m. King Norodom Sihanouk awarded him the
title of Commandeur de l’Ordre Royal du Cambodge. One recent publications is Two
Thousand Years of Engineering Genius on the Angkor Plain (Expedition 37:3).
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To find the answers to such questions, Mr. Engelhardt suggested
that the teacher should first take the students on an initial journey
through the landscape to understand the challenges faced and overcome by the builders of the monument. You should visit the quarries – building sites with blocks still standing, half-finished, on the
ground. This gives an appreciation of the technical problems faced
by the site’s builders. And then you should journey overland from
quarry to the site, so the students can understand the logistics
involved in such an undertaking, and the need for cooperative
action on the part of many to meet these logistical challenges.
Then you go onto the site, and there look for clues to the meaning of the site.
Moving through the monument of Angkor, you realise you are
being watched. There are faces everywhere. As you look carefully
at the sculptures, you learn more about how the society was organised. These are the remains of a highly hierarchical society, organized around a religious dimension that is difficult for many modern
people to grasp completely. The Angkor King is often depicted seated atop a winged god. In fact, the king is a god. This is not just a
mythological concept. It took material shapes, and was given
operational reality in politics and in the architecture.
At Angkor Wat, the largest and most impressive of all the
Angkor temples, the clues to the meaning of the site are drawn on
its walls. There are at least five different narrative bas-reliefs all
telling the same story, but only from a different historical or psychological perspective. All five are repeated, interwoven, supporting
and reinforcing each other. One narrative tells the Hindu creation
story, The Churning of the Milk Ocean in which the gods and
demons battle for the elixir of immortality. This is the world’s first
story of the unending struggle between good and evil. Another narrative tells the story of the Mahabha-rata, the Indian epic, which
ends in a huge battle between brothers and the destruction of the
world. A third narrative is the Ramayana, the quasi-historical narrative of the battle between good and evil the time just before our
present time. The fourth narrative tells of the god Krishna’s battles
and eventual victory over various evil demons. And, finally, the last
narrative is an historical account of the ‘present-day’ battle between
good and evil. It is a journalistic account in stone about the exploits
of King Suryavarman II, the king who built Angkor Wat and
reigned at that time. In these interrelated narratives we read and
understand the Khmer deep-seated sense of political and social
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determinism, in the unending struggle between good and evil, and
the continual attempts by the rulers to recreate an ever-more-perfect version of heaven on earth. We also understand the important,
central role the hero-king played in this historic drama.
The message in the battle scenes at Angkor is clear: ‘If you are
not on the side of the King, you are surely a loser’. Depicted on the
bas-reliefs are many scenes of enslaved prisoners of war, or civilian
traitors being executed. (If we search for parallels elsewhere in the
monuments of the world’s heritage, we can think of the Gothic
cathedrals of Europe with their façade sculptures and stained glass
windows telling the story of the struggle between Satan and God
for human souls.)
This part of the narrative is what present-day Cambodian visitors to Angkor relate most directly to. Looking closely, you will see
that suffering and torture scenes look shiny, as though polished.
This is the result of recent pilgrims, victims of the Khmer Rouge
who have come here and run their fingers over the torture scenes.
In fact, emotional and sometimes negative reaction to the political message of the monument has been going on since the 13th century when all images of the last king of the Khmer Empire, Jayavarman VII depicted as a heavenly bodhisattva, were defaced soon
after the end of his long and arduous rule.
There is another, more gentle, historical narrative in the basrelief of Angkor as well. This is a narrative about intangible culture
and folkways. There are bas-reliefs depicting ordinary people fishing, playing chess, performing circus acts etc. This is the story of
daily life that until today continues to be told by the everyday life
around Angkor.
In addition to the historical narrative told through the bas-reliefs
carved on the walls of the Angkor monuments, there is also an
external narrative as a victim to the wars and hatred of modern
times. The most easily read parts of this narrative are told by the
bullet holes scaring the monuments and by the fact that the whole
area was heavily mined during the Cambodian civil war of the
1970s and 1980s. This is the universal narrative about how heritage plays a centre-stage role in times of both war and peace.
The temples of Angkor thus tell stories on many levels, illuminating ‘both the dark and the light sides of the coin’ of the cultural
heritage.
This example shows how teachers can help students understand
the message of the heritage through a process of deconstructing a
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site into its composite narrative story lines and then from these different narratives reconstructing the meaning of the site for our contemporary understanding. In this way a heritage monument, even
one that has been dead and abandoned for centuries can be given a
renewed and continuing ‘life in the community’.

Mr Richard Engelhardt
unesco Regional Advisor For Culture in Asia and the Pacific
Principal Regional Officer for Asia and the Pacific
920 Suhhumvit Road, Prakanong, Bangkok 10110, Thailand
Tel: +66 2 3910577, Fax: +66 2 3910866
E-mail: r.engelhardt@unesco.bkk.org
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4. Artistic work in schools as
World Heritage education
David Walmsley, English Heritage Education Officer for North East
England, has been a teacher for 15 years. Working in mainstream
education with pupils aged between 11 and 16, he has also developed projects that help integrate children with hearing impairments
and learning difficulties. Since the mid 1980s he has worked for
English Heritage, which is a government-sponsored organisation
responsible for the preservation of the historic environment. It does
this by giving grants and technical advice to owners of historic
buildings, advising on planning applications in conservation areas
and rescuing buildings under threat. One of the main aims of
English Heritage is to help people understand and appreciate their
built heritage. This is done through the work of the Education
department. Their aim is to invest in teachers, most of who will
teach several hundred pupils or students through their career.
‘By helping teachers help children understand and
appreciate the historic environment, we hope they will
develop a concern for its future survival’

COURTESY OF KARLSKRONA PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION

COURTESY OF KARLSKRONA PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION

English Heritage delivers its work through free courses for
teachers, an extensive publication programme and workshops for
teachers and pupils. Educational visits to English Heritage sites are
free.
In England most teachers are faced with an over-loaded curricu-
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lum. Therefore to help teachers be able to take children to historic
sites, English Heritage promotes ways that the historic environment
can be used to support work in all aspects of the curriculum. For
instance, maths and English are subjects that fill a large part of the
curriculum, so we developed programmes to show teachers how to
use English Heritage to teach these subjects. Similar programmes
were developed for other subjects including using heritage sites to
for the development of art education.
Also, in our history curriculum children are expected to present
what they have seen, observed and understood. All too often, this
is done in writing. But using art as a medium for demonstrating
understanding is equally valid, especially for children with learning
difficulties, disinterested children, and children for whom English is
not their native tongue.
Professional artists, both on site and in the classroom, lead the
projects. They work alongside teachers to inspire them and make
teachers feel confident and competent to deliver their own activities
in the future. Sometimes a short course is held beforehand, or notes
are issued to the teacher to help them prepare pupils and lead their
own activities in the future. The practical activities take place on
sites, but when teachers lead their own projects, we would expect
that they would do the main practical work back in the classroom.
The projects are short, usually lasting one to three days; otherwise teachers would not be able to fit them into a very crowded
timetable.
The projects use simple and cheap materials; otherwise teachers
could not afford to do similar projects in the future. For example,
in one project, the students built replicas of ancient wall sculptures,
using pasta glued on to cardboard and spray-painted like stone. In
another project parents and children worked together using bits of
broken tiles to make mosaics, transferring patterns from existing
mosaics at the site.
One site used for these projects is Hadrian’s Wall World
Heritage Site. Over 70 miles long, and built nearly 1900 years ago,
it stretches across the landscape from east to west. There are a number of forts along it with attached museums. One project carried
out at one of the museums involved pupils using papier-mâché to
make replicas of important exhibits in the museum, including
inscriptions, armour, tools and pottery. Children, of course, cannot
touch the original objects but, by making replicas, they begin to
understand how the objects were designed or used. The papierReport from WHYF
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mâché was made of torn bits of newspaper mixed with water in a
food processor. The pulp was moulded into shape, dried, and spraypainted. The suit of armour was made in pieces and sewn together,
just like the original Roman armour. Pupils’ work was displayed on
site for the general public to see, but also to show the public the
work of the education service.
Another popular site for art work is Belsay Hall, the finest
Greek-revival building (a building based on the designs of ancient
Greek buildings) in the north of England. It was damaged by dry
rot and many rooms have been stripped of fittings. The aim of this
project was to help children identify aspects of ancient-Greek art
used in the least-damaged rooms of the Hall and use them to
‘repair’ the decoration in the derelict rooms. This helped children
imagine how other rooms might once have looked.
All projects begin by focused investigation of the site. We advise
teachers to start by getting children to look at what is there. Then
they could encourage children to ask questions. Even if the teacher
does not know the answer, pupils can still do their own research
back at school. Questions could be: where did the artists get their
inspiration? How did they do it?
In one medieval castle there are fragments of a wall painting.
The images on these fragments are intriguing, and clearly told a
story. This project involved making stencils to produce patterns,
which formed part of wall hangings to show how the wall painting
might have looked when it was complete. Afterwards children
created stories around the fragments.
In another project, a ‘story-telling chair’ was made out of an old
wooden chair decorated with different materials and painted with
stone spray, to make it look like an ‘architectural seat’. This chair
is still in the classroom, and children are allowed to sit in it when
they want to read a book about castles.
In another, students aged 14–15, took sketches of details of a
castle and used them to produce ‘illusions’ on fabric, (for example
windows with views of medieval landscapes, or half-hidden winding staircases leading to mystery rooms) which were hung up at the
site. The same castle was used for another project, when groups of
pupils produced a banner, which told parts of the castle’s history.
This also included important details of the building, based on children’s sketches taken at the castle. The material used was coloured
cellophane.
Teachers of young children were encouraged to use a small cas-
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tle in their neighbourhood for artwork. In one project, the focus
was on architectural shapes, and the materials used were shoeboxes, thick brushes and thick paint.
In some projects art is linked to work in drama and English. This
project was based on a visit to a priory. Teachers and children spent
one day on site, drawing, and then one day at school, producing
stage sets out of cardboard, tissue paper and cloth. These were later
painted and sprayed. Afterwards they were used to present puppet
shows using scripts that pupils created as a result of their visit to
the priory.
In a Tudor house, the children were asked to find inspiration in
the building’s decoration to make designs for a decorative edible
souvenir that could be sold in the shop. Their designs were based on
an elaborate plaster ceiling, and were later made using cake icing.
The same house was used for a project about a local, famous
person who had lived there. The challenge was to gather details
about his surroundings and the time he lived in, to make a large
wall hanging. The style of the image would be in the format of a
black and white woodcut, using stencils made from paper and
masking tape.
A nursery school used the ruins of a medieval priory to look at
the shapes patterns and textures of old buildings. The children
worked together using coloured tissue paper, yarn and painted
cardboard to create silhouettes. Black cardboard and coloured tissue paper was also used to explore the style of arches and stainedglass windows.
This year, a new subject, ‘citizenship’ is being introduced into the
English curriculum. One aspect of this subject is the issue of looking after the environment, be it natural or historic. The conservation and re-use of old buildings provides English Heritage with an
opportunity to contribute towards the teaching of this subject, and
a series of pilot projects has been started. The results will be published to give teachers ideas on how to teach this subject in the context of the historic environment. One project used an old sailor’s
orphanage, which was later used as a military base during the
Second World War. The building is empty and the windows are
boarded-up. Students visited the building to identify interesting elements and to record their personal impressions. Back at school they
created various images to represent the feelings of the inhabitants
of the building. These were then woven into a large piece of thin
netting to create a curtain, which could be hung in one of the
Report from WHYF
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boarded up windows. The effect was like seeing ghost images from
the past. This idea was later developed into a large colour hanging
with layer-on-layer effects and was displayed in the local art gallery.
Mr David Walmsley, Education Officer
English Heritage, Historic Properties North
Bessie Surtees House 41–44 Sandhill
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NEI 3Jf
Great Britain
Tel: +44 191 269 1200,
Fax: + 44 191 261 1130,
E-mail: david.walmsley@english-heritage.org.uk
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5. Can World Heritage education
help us overcome history?
Background
Malbork Castle is situated in northern Poland, approximately 60
kilometres from Gdansk. It is a vast complex of three powerful castles: the High, the Middle and the Outer Bailey and covers an area
of 21 hectares. In the Middle Ages Malbork (in German: Marienburg – the Castle of St Mary) was described as the biggest mountain of bricks north of the Alps.
The structure was built, in several stages, between the 13th and
15th centuries, by the Teutonic Knights. They were a German order
of knights that came to Baltic Prussia from Palestine after the
Crusades. Malbork Castle served the German monks as their capital in a monastic state.

History
From the mid-fifteen century and for more than 300 years, it was
part of the Kingdom of Poland. At that time, the Castle was a centre for local administration, an armoury, military barracks and a
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temporary residence for the Polish monarchs. In the late 18th century, after the so-called partition of Poland, Malbork became a part
of German Prussia, and later of Germany. In 1945 the Castle reopened its gates to Poland. The Second World War had left it in
ruins. The post-war conservators have successfully raised the walls
but there is still a lot of work to do.
Today the fortress houses Malbork Castle Museum, the staterun institution, established in 1961 with almost half a million visitors per year, more than 90 thousand foreigners, mainly Germans.
The museum runs 22 different collections, but the main exhibit is
the Castle itself. In 1997, Malbork Castle became a World Heritage
site. It is a unique pile of bricks filled with meanings, reminiscences
and vivid emotions. It is a symbol of complicated German-Polish
history.
The Teutonic story is a very strong historical legend, a powerful
myth, both for the Poles and for Germans. The myth was resurrected during the 19th century, the age of nationalism. Polish literature and art made the Teutonic Order the main symbol of political
and military oppression. The Teutonic Knights represented the 19th
century Germany (Prussia) and Austria and Russia as well – the
powers occupying Poland. At the same time the Teutonic Knights
were to the Germans a symbol of German civilisation expanding to
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Central and Eastern Europe. Before and during World War II, it
was used both by the Nazi and by the Poles. The legends about “the
knights of iron” played an important role in the education of young
soldiers and boys in Hitlerjugend. So Marienburg seemed to be the
best place for Hitlerjugend to take their oaths.
During the time of those celebrations, there were trains standing
on the other side of the Nogat River, crowded with human beings.
Let me quote a part of the memoirs of Helena Zgutko from
Warsaw, a 19 year old female prisoner of the concentration camp
in Stutthof, one hour’s drive from Malbork:
When we were out of the cars, I could see a huge castle on the other
side of the river. But I didn’t get a chance to take a closer look, of
course. The soldiers herded us back into the same boxcars that the
local farmers used before the war to transport beets. This time, in
autumn 1944, they transported us – the Warsaw Uprising fighters –
to the crematories in Stutthof concentration camp. The castle,
though, was the one in ... Malbork. For sure.
In 1945 Marienburg was converted into a modern-war citadel. The
Red Army was taking East Prussia, and hundreds of German soldiers desperately wanted to keep their position in Marienburg. The
Soviet siege of the Castle lasted for two months. It resulted in terrible devastation; almost total destruction of the fortress. It is very
probable that the Red Army also saw Marienburg as a symbol...
When we think about the year 1945 we need to show another side
of the coin as well: the suffering of German people, civilians. First
they were forced to evacuate by the German Army, those who
remained in Prussia were expelled, deported by Soviet and Polish
authorities to Germany. Listen to one of them, Mr. Alfred K.:
The first time I visited the castle on the Nogat River, I was just a
small boy. I will never ever forget the majesty of those ramparts.
You know yourself that there is nothing like it in the whole world.
But then... everything had turned into rubble, just like my youth...
Now, here, in Westphalia, I visit those places in my dreams. You
must understand, that I could never call the place: Malbork; it will
always be Marienburg. You must understand.

We suggest that the headmaster
and teachers encourage students
to do more research work on WH
by organizing conferences, competitions, seminars, study tours
concerning this issue. More info
should be given about wh in all
possible subjects.
Hungary

Now I return to the initial question: Can such a place as Malbork/
Marienburg that is filled with pain, blood, death and hatred and
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used to be the world’s largest war machine help people to understand
each other, can it help us to overcome our tragic, painful history?
The above question is fundamental for the educational works at
Malbork Castle. We try to convert it from the war machine into a
place of human cross-cultural encounters and reconciliation.
Everything started in 1986 in Munich, where I participated in a
conference on museum education and met two young artists and
educators, Ina Seifert and Uwe Franzen from Hamburg. They
decided to do something with us. Mind you, I was from the other
side of the iron curtain. It was an extremely difficult time in Poland,
the time of political oppression, the time of secret police chasing
everyone who wanted to think and work freely, the time of lack of
basic things: food, hygienic wares, etc. We knew this: Malbork/
Marienburg was the tragic symbol of our history.
We carried out our first large Polish-German educational project
in 1988. Today we still run projects of that kind together, and with
other educators from Germany and from other countries as well.
Currently, the international programmes in Malbork Castle vary
from very simple and short ones up to quite advanced and longterm projects. Let me give you some examples:
Theatrical plays: The main task for students is to create and perform short scenes. The scenes should help the viewers to understand the function (or functions), history and hopefully also the
meaning of the parts of the fortress. Each group is supplied with
basic information and then the students improvise, trying to create
a communicative theatrical scene that explains and interprets the
specific location. The viewers from the other groups guess the function, meaning and history of the place. The actors may speak
English, Polish, German or any other language or may no words at
all. They may use costumes and props or not.
Sometimes the final is a procession, then we call it Theatrical
Feast at the Castle. The whole group walks from one place to
another, stops and are offered theatrical dishes. The groups do not
compete with one other. The basic aim of the play is not necessarily to learn about the Castle, but to communicate, to understand
each other. The play reveals different ways of communication and
understanding.
Filming History: is another international play at the Castle. This
programme derives from a long-term project run for local students.
Our students shoot quite a number of video movies each year at the
Castle. At first the whole group is divided into smaller working
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groups. Then the young filmmakers visit the Castle. They perform
“a reconnaissance”, as made by producers, film directors and cameramen before a film production. The next step is to write a script
of a short movie. It is the most difficult part of the work. When the
script is ready, the students choose actors; make costumes, props,
select music, etc. And then they shoot their film in the Castle.
The grand finale is a film festival that takes place in the museum’s lecture theatre. There are flowers, special awards for producers, actors, etc. And – of course – there is a lot of laughter.
We have other artistic workshops as well. The workshops may
deal with photography, music, theatre or painting. For the longer
projects you live in at the Castle.
Encounter at the Castle 1480 is a project was created together
with the Hamburg educators whom I mentioned above. After
months of preparatory work in co-ordination but separately in
Germany and in Poland, the year 1480 comes, and a group of
artists and craftsmen (approx. 25 teenagers), led by the famous
painter, Master Hinrik Bornemann of Hamburg, travels from
Germany to the Vistula River and then walks with a horse and a
wagon. The Polish commander of the fortress has invited Master
Hinrik and his companions to the Castle to paint an altar devoted
to the Virgin Mary and Her Son, in order to apologise for human
hatred and wars that kill people and destroy works of their hands
and mind.
The travellers walk three days along paths, in fields and forests
of the region. They sleep in haylofts. The local farmer hosts share
their meals with the guests, and the travellers thank them by giving
artistic shows. Meanwhile the Polish residents of the Castle perform their daily household, administrative and military tasks.
There are knights, mercenaries and craftsmen as well as their wives
and children. Everybody is busy; they bake, cook, brew, make
cheese, repair equipment and produce wooden objects, chop wood
and make fires, the treasurer runs his office as does the priest, printer, medic, etc.
Finally, the German travellers approach the Castle. They are
allowed to enter, and the Poles greet their guests with bread and salt
and fresh water to wash hands and faces. The travellers are given the
status of guests and are offered food, a place to sleep, security and
even the barber’s care. Then the hosts and their guests create one
community and share their ordinary jobs and artistic rehearsals. They
work together in the office, or they work on amber.

To Myself/my school:
We suggest that:
– There should be more fun activities e g tours of sites in San
Fernando, plays celebrating and
highlighting heritage, have a
‘Heritage Day’ where there will
be films, lectures, art displays,
poetry and short story presentations, debates, fund raising, we
should ‘adopt’ one of the monuments on the Promenade and
maintain it. We should prepare a
database (list) of Heritage Sites in
San Fernando and try to involve
other asp schools in San
Fernando.
– For school staff: Films on wh,
we should maintain / establish
ties with some of the people we
have met here. Complete our cd
on our documentation of our
school’s history and our calendar,
have lectures from historians,
play traditional games, have a
room for unesco material.
Trinidad and Tobago
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There is also a tournament and other amusements like dancing lessons from the 14th century. In the evenings we all sit around the
campfire, sing songs and tell stories. However, the main work is
painting the triptych for the Virgin Mary. Master Hinrik teaches his
apprentices how to prepare boards and colours. They choose patterns, make the composition and paint. The blacksmith’s smith
hinges. Some produce clay figurines of angels and devils. Musicians
and actors create and rehearse a final performance. After four days,
the altar is ready to be assembled.
Finally, the Castle residents, their guests, people from the town
take part in the ceremony. The magnificent church was totally devastated in the last war, and the young people want to apologise to
the Patroness of the Shrine and Her Son for all wars and hatred in
history. As votive offerings, they offer their work: the triptych and
the clay figurines. The triptych shows the Virgin Mary and
Hamburg and Malbork linked together by the rivers and linked by
the people of good will.
At the end of the event, the old Head of the Castle offers the
young people his gift: flames from the fire. The Castle people and
their guests take the flames and go out, in the night – to the families in the town of Malbork.
Well, instead of theoretical speculations I have offered you some
stories. And in the end of my presentation I wish to quote Professor
W?adys?aw Bartoszewski, writer and historian. He was an underground fighter and prisoner of Auschwitz concentration camp.
Today, he is a Polish minister of foreign affairs. He said in 1986:
If I had been told, as an almost 19-year-old Pole from
Warsaw, shivering from cold, hunger, and fear, while
standing in Auschwitz’s assembly square on a winter day
in 1940 – a nameless and faceless Schutzhaftling Pole
No. 4427 – that within my lifetime I would see Germany
transform into a European parliamentary democracy
respecting human rights and abiding by all laws, I would
have probably dismissed such words as an optimistic
utopian dream... [...] But it has happened indeed! [...]
When I reflect on my own experience as a so-called
peace activist, I must stand by the conviction that the
most important developments helping us to make peace
are not politicians’ statements or signatures, although
those should not be underestimated. The most impor-
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Without discussing and teaching
about the dark side we cannot
appreciate the light side. Without
teaching and learning about the
dark side we are not painting the
full picture of the heritage sites.
Without discussing the dark side
we are not giving ourselves the
best chance of avoiding making
the same mistakes as in the past.
Australia, Sweden, Thailand

tant are the processes occurring in the feelings, consciences, and intellects of ordinary people from different nations, processes that cause us to overcome
stereotypes in thinking about others, to overcome our
own egotism. We – the Poles and the Germans – have to
grow to understand that the land we inhabit today on
both sides of the Elbe, the Rhein, the Oder, and the
Vistula, must continue to serve the generations of our
grandchildren and their descendants as a living space
where people, for better or worse, must learn to get
along... This is one great task our generation must complete – not only despite the experience of World War II
but exactly because of that experience. Above all, that
experience has shown us that thinking in extremist categories and in notions of superiority and one-sided
advantage lead nowhere. The past can be overcome first
of all through closer relations and better understanding
among the largest possible numbers of people.
Marek Stokowski, Curator of Education
Muzeum Zamkowe w Malborku
ul. Staroscinska 1
pl-82–200 Malbork
Tel: +48 (0)55 647 0 975, Fax: +48 (0)55 647 0 803
E-mail: m.stokowski@zamek.malbork.pl
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10. List of participants, world heritage Youth Forum

I. Students and teachers
AUSTRALIA
Bairnsdale Secondary College
Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia 3815
Tel: +61-3 5152 6100,
Fax: +61-3 5152 148
E-mail: zappia.domenic.a@edumail.vic.gov.au
Teachers: Ms Virginia King,
Mr Domenic Zappia.
Students: Ms Kate Besset, Mr Brett Hallam
AUSTRIA
BG/BRG-neu Leoben
Moserhovstrasse 7 a, A-8700 Leoben
Tel: +43 3842 23077
Fax: +43 3842 23015
E-mail: ecker.albert@telering.at
Teachers: Mrs Christine Reithofer,
Mr Albert Ecker.
Students: Mr Reinhard Oberer,
Ms Stefanie Fauland
C R OAT I A
Don Lovre Katic
Put Majdana 3, 21210 Solin
Tel: +385 21 210076
Fax: +385 21 212255
E-mail: os-don-lovre-katic@st.tel.hr,
lilibrown@mail.com
Teacher: Ms Ljiljana Ivancic
Student: Ms Tanja Plestina
Primary School Lapad
Od Batale 14, 20 000 Dubrovnik
Tel: +385 20 356100
Fax: +385 20 356101
E-mail: os.lapad@dw.hinet.hr
Teachers: Ms Dijana Rezo,
Ms Katija Nadramija
Student: Ms Marina Radoni´c
CZECH REPUBLIC
Gymnazium Vitezslava Novaka
Husova 333/ll, 37715 Jindrichuv Hradec
Tel/Fax: +420 331 361 253
E-mail: ucitele-gvn@esnet.cz,
zaci-ghusl-jh@esnet.cz
Teacher: Mrs Hana Hancova, Ph.Dr.
Student: Ms Nina Ruzickova
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Gymnazium Trebon
Na Sadech 308, 37926 Trebon
Tel/Fax: +420 333 722 315
E-mail: vjezkova@gym.tbnet.cz
Teacher: Mrs Vera Jezkova, Director
Student: Mr Vojtech Mikyska
DENMARK
Bredagerskolen
Bredager 25, DK-7300 Jelling
Tel: +45 7587 2044
Fax: +45 757 2868
E-mail: Trine.Verner.Jensen@skolekom.dk
Teachers: Mrs. Trine Verner Jensen,
Mr Morten Niebuhr.
Students: Mr Janus Hestbech Buch,
Mr Jesper Kjaer Lauridsen
E S TO N I A
Collegium Educationis Revaliae
22 Vene Stra, EE-10123 Tallin
Tel: +372 6 446 377
Fax: +372 6 313 541
E-mail: vhk@colleduc.ee
Teacher: Mrs Kerstin Nigesen, director
FINLAND
Oulun Normaalikoulu
Kaltoväylä 7, FIN-90570 Oulu
Tel: +358 8 5533 782
Fax: +358 8 5533 775
E-mail: juha.santalo@oulu.fi
Teachers: Mrs Pasi Hieta, Mr Juha Santalo.
Students: Ms Paula Halkola, Ms Leena
Komminaho
Jokelan Koulukeskus
Jyväkuja 13, FIN-05400 Jokela
Tel: +358 9 8718 4071
Fax: +358 9 8718 4062
E-mail: anne.ojalehto@koulut.tuusula.fi
Suomussalmen lukio
Ruukinkatu 3
FIN-896 00 Suomussalmi
Tel: +358 8 6176 7430
Fax: +358 8 711 657
E-mail: lukio@edu.suomussalmi.fi
Teacher: Mrs Rene Kajana, Mrs Esa
Suominen. Student: Ms Marja Manninen,
Ms Milla Anttonen, Ms Tarja Karjalainen,
Ms Mervi Seppänen

GERMANY
Clemens-Brentano Schule
Ostendstrasse 4, D-35457 Lollar
E-mail: steubing@gmx.de
Teacher: Mrs Christa Steubing
Students: Ms Kristin Deiker Ms Isabel Rudel
Mr Erwin Förderer
Carl-Zeiss Oberschule
Barnetstrasse 14, D-12305 Berlin
Tel: +49 30 7560 8206
Fax: +49 30 7560 8209
E-mail:Lesnoack@aol.com,
rohde@czo.be.schule.de
Teacher: Mr Steffen Noack
Students: Ms Nada Ibrahim, Ms Paulina
Plewka, Mr Taha Paighambari
H U N GA R Y
Baktay Ervin Gimnazium
cs Vizügyi Szakközepiskola
2330 Baktay tér 1
Tel: +36 24/370-324
E-mail: baktay@mail.matavnet.hu
Teachers: Mrs Marianna Bucskó,
co-ordinator.
Students: Mr Andras Szadai, Mr Gyula Uhrin
I TA LY
Instituto di Istruzione Superiore
“Christoforo Marzoli”
Via Levadello, 25036 Palazzolo s/O Brescia
Tel: +39 307 740 0391
Fax: +39 307 740 7000
E-mail: palamarz@provincia.brescia.it,
silvana.gavaldo@tiscalinet.it
Teachers: Mrs Silvana Gavaldano,
Mr Eugenio Qarantini.
Students: Ms Giulia Rugagotti, Ms Rosella
Betti, Ms Luca Bordoni, Mr Tiziano Lorini
K E N YA
Waa High School
PO Box 96046, Kwale, Coast Province
Teacher: Mr Hamad Ndaro,
Students: Ms Nancy Nyaga

L AT V I A
Riga School of Art
Gertrudes Str. 36, 1011 Riga
Fax: +371 7283 859
E-mail: rms@ars.lv, mara@ars.lv
Teacher: Mr Egils Bormanis
Student: Ms Gunta Amola
Riga Centre Language School
97a Kr. Barona Street, 1012 Riga
Tel: +371 950 4387,
Fax: +372 727 141
E-mail: alja-k@apollo.lv
Teacher: Ms Aija Kalnina,
Student: Ms Elgita Eglite

P O R T U GA L
Parque Arquelógico do Vale do Coa
Avenida Gago Coutinho 19-A
5150-610 Vila Nova de Foz Coa
Tel: +351 279 768 260
Fax: +351 279 768 270
Mr Luis Miguel da Silva Simoes Luis
(archaelogist)
E-mail: Luisluis.pavc@ipa.min-cultura.pt

LITHUANIA
Karmelava Balys Buracas
Secondary School
Vilniaus str. 67, 4301 Karmelava, Kauno raj.
Tel/Fax: 370 7 399 270
E-mail: B.Buraco.mokykla@
takas.lt, rigonda@takas.lt
Teacher: Rigonda Skorulskiene

Escola secundária Tenente
Coronel Adao Carrapatoso
Avenida Cidade Nova, 4
5150-564 Vila Nova de Foz Coa
Tel: +351 279 762 247
Fax: +351 279 764 204
E-mail: info@
esec-tc-adao-carrapatoso.rcts.pt
Teachers: Mrs Maria Laura Direito Leocádio,
Mr Jorge Joaquim Pereira da Silva
Students: Ms Christiana Raquel Grandao
Soares, Ms Ana Sofia Figueiredo Paixao,
Ms Maria José Garrido Fonseca, Mr Patricio
Timóteo

N O R WAY
Björgvin videregående skole
Postboks 1979, Nordnes, N-5024 Bergen
Tel: +47 5533 7900
Fax: +47 5533 7901
E-mail: BJV_HESI@hfk.vgs.no
Teachers: Mrs Siri Hellesöy,
Mrs Geir Sandöy.
Students: Ms Birgitte Hafsaas,
Ms Kari Lötveit

Russian Federation
Art school # 12 „Start“
24, Granatny st., 103001 Moscow
Tel/Fax: +7 095 2020 494
Fax: +7 095 2036 489
E-mail: startschool@narod.ru
Teachers: Mrs Inga Abaeva, Director,
Mrs Galina Ravinskaya. Students: Mr Sergei
Markov, Ms Marina Sanunkova,
Ms Larisa Honey

Röros videregående skole
Postuttak A, N-7361 Röros
Tel: +47 7241 9320, Fax: +47 7241 9345
E-mail: Staale.Lund@adm.roros.vgs.no
Teachers: Mr Ståle Lund, Mrs Marie Bakås,
Students: Mr Lars Stenvold Wik,
Mr Per Kristian Krohn

S LOVA K I A
Gymnasium Metodova 2
SK-821 08 Bratislava
Tel/fax: +421 7 55 57 54 00
Teacher: Margareta Musilova
E-mail: gretka@isnet.sk
Student: Ms Anna Sedliakova

PHILIPPINES
Philippine Normal University
College of Arts and Social Sciences
Taft Avenue, Manila 1001
Tel: +632 400-11-85, Fa
Fax +632 527-03-67, 527-03-73, 52-03-66
E-mail: nerist@compass.com.ph
Teacher: Prof. Nerissa S. Tantengco,
Student: Ms Liezarose G. Punsalan

High school of Jan Papanek
Vazovova 6, Bratislava
Tel/Fax: +421 7 5249 7296
E-mail: vazka@vazka.sk
Teacher: Mrs Viera Simonidesova.
Student: Ms Alexandra Obuchova

S LOV E N I A
Ciril Kosmac Primary School Piran
Oljcna pot 24, 6300 Piran
Tel: +386 5673 1154 or –1155
Fax: +3865673 1152
E-mail: Kosmac@o-ckpiran.kp.edus.si
Teacher: Ms Sabina Sadl
S O U T H A F R I CA
Clapham High Schol
PO Box 11160
Queenswood 0121
Tel: +27 12 333 6011
Fax: +27 12 333 6012
E-mail: jsmith@clapham.gp.school.za
Teacher, co-ordinator: Ms Joan Smith
Ngaka Maseko High School
Provate Bag X561, Mabopane 0190
Tel/fax: +27 12 702 0110
Student: Ms Raphaela Lesego Geminah
Reitumetsi High School
Private Bag X79, Soshanguve 0152
Tel/Fax: +27 12 799 4483
E-mail: 241174@gde.za.net
Student: Mr Frans Moreku
Bokgoni Tech High School
PO Box 091278, Atteridgevile 0008
Tel/fax: +27 12 373 8071
Teacher, co-ordinator: Mr George Sono
SWEDEN
Alviksskolan
Tranebergsvägen 73, SE -167 45 Bromma
Tel: +46 8 704 79 00 or +46 8 704 78 34
Fax: +46 8 704 79 07
E-mail: drott_unesco@hotmail.com
Teachers: Mrs Maud Kindström, Mrs UllaLena Ingelstam, Mrs Petra Jansson
Chapmanskolan
Ölandsgatan 6, SE-371 33 Karlskrona
Tel: +46 455 30 40 94
Fax: +46 455 30 40 62
E-mail: abn@chapman.karlskrona.se,
kfr@chapman.karlskrona.se
Teachers: Mrs Ann-Christin Bohman,
Mrs Katherine Fredriksson
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Wämöskolan
Ekorrvägen 4, SE-371 42 Karlskrona
Tel: + 46 455 30 37 11
Fax: +46 455 30 37 14,
E-mail: guran.snaar@euromail.se
Teacher: Mr Göran Snaar,
Students: Ms Anna Lyrenäs,
Ms Rebecca Nordin, Mr Patrik Weikel

Glömminge skola
SE-386 95 Färjestaden
Tel: + 46 485 472 92
Fax: + 46 485 473 24
E-mail: christina.lundberg@morbylanga.se
Teacher: Mrs Christina Lundberg.
Students: Mr Tim Börjesson,
Mr Sten Axelsson

Rosenfeldtskolan
Amiralitetstorget 12-14,
SE-371 30 Karlskrona
Tel: +46 455 30 36 99,
Fax: + 46 455 30 36 70
Teachers: Eva Kristina Löwenadler,
Kerstin Gallenmüller

Skansenskolan
Box 104, SE-380 62 Mörbylånga
Tel: +46 485 471 96
Fax: +46 485 471 89
E-mail: hakan.ortman@morbylanga.se
Teacher: Mr Håkan Örtman, Mr Johan
Gustavsson. Students: Ms Anja Wilsund,
Mr Kalle Wallin

Christopher Polhemsgymnasiet
SE-621 82 Visby
Tel: +46 498 26 97 91
E-mail: 2saveia@tjelvar.org
Teachers: Mrs Ingalill Almlöf,
Mrs Eva Oreilly.
Students: Mr Johan Stenström,
Mr Lars Danielsson

Tanneskolan
Alby, SE-380 62 Mörbylånga
Tel/Fax: +46 485 473 19.
E-mail: tanne.skola@edu.morbylanga.se
Teacher: Mrs Pia Jönsson.
Students: Ms Elise Haraldsson,
Mr Ragnar Martinsson

Alunskolan
Södra Möcklebyvägen 1
SE-380 65 Degerhamn
Tel: +46 485 346 17,
E-mail: mejn@edu.morbylanga.se
Teacher: Mrs MariAnne Johansson.
Students: Ms Emelie Fransson,
Ms Isabell Haraldsson

Torslundaskolan
Torslunda, SE-386 31 Färjestaden
Tel: +46 485 472 43
Fax: +46 485 382 41
E-mail: torslundaskolan@edu.morbylanga.se
Teacher: Mrs Marie-Louise Yllenius.
Student: Ms Kajsa Johansson,
Mr Jimmy Block

Färjestadens skola
Box 131, SE-386 23 Färjestaden
Tel: +46 485–47232,
Fax: +46 485–47231
Teachers: Mr Stellan Bjelkfors,
Tel: +46 485 471 13.
E-mail: stellan.bjelkfors@morbylanga.se
Mrs Fia Nilsson
Tel: +46 485 472 38.
E-mail: fia.nilsson@edu.morbylanga.se
Mrs Ann-Katrin Strömblad-Ekwall,
Tel: +46 485 472 38.
E-mail: ann-katrin.strombladekvall@edu.morbylanga.se
Students: Ms Linnéa Karlsson,
Ms Maria Orthagen, Mr Anton Thomasson

Mariaskolan
Mariavägen 20, SE-737 35 Fagersta
Tel/Fax: + 46 223 444 40
E-mail: Berit.pettersson.maria@fagersta.se
Teacher: Mrs Kari Smedberg,
Mrs Berit Pettersson.
Student: Ms Sofia Heydeck,
Ms Matilda Karlsson
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Stadsöskolan
Box 43, SE-954 21 Gammelstad
Tel: +46 920 29 42 41
Fax: +46 920 29 42 51
E-mail: barbro.wallstrom@edu.lulea.se
Teacher: Mrs Barbro Wallström,
Mrs Eva Asplund, Mr Lars Erik Larsson.
Student: Ms Emmelie Lundgren

Tallbackaskolan
Bussgatan 1, SE-983 34 Malmberget
Tel: +46 970 183 45
Fax: +45 970 231 93,
E-mail: boucsm@kommun.gellivare.se
Teachers: Mrs Pia Wänelöf
Mrs Kerstin Palo-Apelqvist
Students: Mr Petter Waara, Mr Adam
Tunlind, Ms Sofia Lindbäck, Ms Tiina Ravelin
Östra skolan
Box 146, SE-962 24 Jockmock
Tel: +46 971 172 24, -17215
Fax: +46 971 128 95
E-mail: Brita.hovenmark@jokkmokk.se,
Tom.rutschman@jokkmokk.se
Teachers: Mrs Eva-Christina Blind,
Mrs Birgitta Strandell.
Students: Ms Anne Kuhmunen Utsi,
Ms Marina Olsson
Tanumskolan
SE-457 82 Tanumshede
Tel: +46 525 182 10
Fax: +46 525 183 03
E-mail:
Hans.schub@tanumskolan.tanum.se,
Lars.herlufsen@tanumskolan.tanum.se
Teachers: Mr Hans Schub,
Mr Lars Herlufsén, Mr Ulf Olsson.
Students: Ms Sara Nilsson, Ms Sara Olsson
THAILAND
Chalermkhwan Satri School
Buddhabucha Rd, Muang District,
Phitsanulok 65000
Tel: +66 55 258 003
Fax: +66 55 241 947
Teacher: Mrs Sumana P. Praphan, Director
Kanphaengphet Pittayakom School
188 Pindamri Rd
Smphur Muang 62000
Tel: +66 55 711 212
Fax: +66 55 711 012,
E-mail: sompong_somnuxpong@hotmail.com
Teacher: Mr Sompong Somnuxpong,
Director
Suankularb Wittayalai School
88 Tripeth Rd, Wang Burapapirom
Pranakorn Bangkok 10200
Tel: +66 2 221 6701, or -224 8554
Teacher: Mrs Charoonrat Suwanpusit
Student: Ms Chattrin Mahaisavariya

Sawan Anan Wittya School
87 Jarodwitheathong Rd.
T. Yan Yao sawamkhaloke
Sukhothal Province 64110
Tel/fax: +66 55 64 20 28
Student: Ms Anawat Meekleub

Mrs. Anita Larsson Modin
Vitlycke museum, Västerby
SE-457 93 Tanumshede
Tel: +46-525–20950
Fax: +46-525–29362
E-mail: Anita.larsson.modin@bohusmus.se

Satri Wittaya 2 School,
Student: Mr Chaiwas Anumas

Mrs. Sally Gear
UK UNESCO Secretariat
British Council, 10 Spring Gardens
London SW1A 2BN, UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: +44 29 7389 4683, Fax: +44 20 7389 4497
E-mail: sally.gear@britishcouncil.org

Udomdarunee School
Amphur Muang Sukhothai
Teachers: Mrs Panasiri Kulanatsiri,
Ms Ratana Sittisak
Student: Ms Suwatchari Anusonphonphoem
TO N GA
Tonga Side School
C/o Ministry of Education
PO Box 61, Nuku´alofa, Tonga Isl.
Tel:+ 676 26 012,
Fax: c/o +676 23 596.
E-mail: tnyc@kalianet.to
Teachers: Ms Loleita Vatikani, Mr Siosaia
Moala. Students: Mr Lopasi Ikahihifo,
Samiuelo Tukutau
T R I N I DA D A N D TO B AG O
St. Joseph’s Convent
Harris Promenade, San Fernando,
Trinidad, West Indies
E-mail: agvlewis@yahoo.co.uk
Teacher: Ms Antoinette Valentine-Lewis
Student: Ms Seema Kadir
UNITED KINGDOM
Telford College of Arts And Technology
Haybridge Road, Wellington,
Telford Shropshire TF1 2NP
Tel: +44 1952 642261
Fax: +44 1952 642263
Teachers: Mrs Susan McCready
E-mail: sue.mccready@tcat.ac.uk
Students: Mr Jamie Wilson,
Miss Gemma Chambers

II. Observers
Mrs Maria Carlgren
Vitlycke museum, Västerby
SE-457 93 Tanumshede
Tel: +46-525–2050
Fax: +46-525–29362
E-mail: Maria.carlgren@bohusmus.se

III. Speakers
Mr Richard Engelhardt
UNESCO Regional Advisor For Culture in
Asia and the Pacific
Principal Regional Officer for Asia
and the Pacific
920 Suhhumvit Road, Prakanong, Bangkok
10110, Thailand
Tel: +66 2 3910577
Fax: +66 2 3910866
E-mail: r.engelhardt@unesco-proap.org
Mr Lars Farago
Rfod, Nybrokajen 11
SE -111 48 Stockholm
E-mail: lars.farago@rfod.se
Mrs Julie Christiane Hage, Consultant for
Cultural Communication And Education
Council for Children and Culture
Ministry of Culture, Nybrogade 28
DK-1203 Copenhagen K
Tel: +45 33435800
Fax: +45 33425801,
E-mail: juh@boernekultur.dk
Professor Leo Schmidt
Brandenburgische Technische Universität
Cottbus
Postfach 101344
D-03013 Cottbus
Tel: +49 (0)355 693083
Fax: +49 (0)355 693070
E-mail: leo.Schmidt@TU-Cottbus.De
Lady Polly Feversham
Helmsley Estate, Helmsley
GB-York YO62 5EB

Mr Marek Stokowski, Curator of Education
Muzeum Zamkowe w Malborku
ul. Staroscinska 1
PL-82-200 Malbork
Tel: +48 (0)55 647 0 975
Fax: +48 (0)55 647 0 803
E-mail: m.stokowski@zamek.malbork.pl
Mr David Walmsley, Education Officer
English Heritage, Historic Properties North
Bessie Surtees House 41- 44 Sandhill
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NEI 3Jf
Tel: +44 191 269 1200,
Fax: + 44 191 261 1130,
E-mail: david.walmsley@englishheritage.org.UK

IV. Organisers
Ms Kerstin Lundman
Swedish National Commission for UNESCO
Ministry of Education
SE-103 33 STOCKHOLM
Tel: +46 8 4051950,
Fax: +46 8 4110470,
E-mail: kerstin.lundman@education.ministry.se
Mr Ivar Wenster, Director
Department of Culture
Östra Hamngatan 7B
SE-371 83 Karlskrona
Tel: + 46 455 30 35 70,
Fax : +46 455 303433,
Mobile: +46 709 303570
E-mail: ivar.wenster@karlskrona.se
Mr Jan Arlehall
Assistant, World Heritage
Project in Karlskrona
Östra Hamngatan 7 B
SE-371 83 Karlskrona
Mobile: + 46 709 303334,
Fax : +46 455 303433,
E-mail: jan.arlehall@karlskrona.se
Mrs Louise Löfgren
Secretary, World Heritage
Project in Karlskrona
Östra Hamngatan 7 B, SE-371 83
Karlskrona
Tel: + 46 455 303017
Fax: +46 455 303433
E-mail: louise.lofgren@karlskrona.se
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Mrs Ewa Henneke
Project Co-ordinator of the Youth Forum
Östra Hamngatan 7B, SE-371 83 Karlskrona
Tel: + 46 455 304889
Fax : + 46 455 303052
Mobile: +46 709 303878
E-mail: ewa.henneke@karlskrona.se
Mr Torbjörn Lindstedt, Co-ordinator,
World Heritage Project in Karlskrona
Östra Hamngatan 7B, SE-371 83 Karlskrona
Tel: +46 455 303056
Fax: +46 455 303052
Mobile:+46 709 303056
E-mail: torbjorn.lindstedt@karlskrona.se

ISBN 91-631-2967-1

Svenska Unescorådet
Swedish National Commission for UNESCO

